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March 30, 2020 

Honorable Tom Barrett, Mayor 
The Members of the Common Council 
City of Milwaukee 
Milwaukee, WI  53202 

Dear Mayor and Council Members: 

The attached report summarizes the results of the audit of the Fire and Police Commission 
internal controls and processes.  The scope of the audit included examining internal controls over 
investigating and monitoring citizen complaints and recruiting, testing and hiring processes from 
September 2019 through current date.   

The audit objectives were to: 

1. Evaluate the adequacy of internal controls, policies and procedures over the Fire and Police
Commission’s processes.

2. Determine whether the FPC investigates complaints:
 Properly, by investigating complaints within its jurisdiction and closing proper

conduct cases immediately when appropriately based on information contain in the
complaint.

 Thoroughly as stipulated in the FPC guidelines for investigation of citizen
complaints.

 Within the timeframe required by guidelines, policy and procedure, Wis. Stat. and
City Charter.

3. Evaluate whether the FPC is effectively managed to achieve its mission.

The audit concluded that the controls in place over the FPC processes are adequately
designed and are operating effectively.  However, some identified controls have a significant or 
operational deficiency and require improvements to ensure operational efficiency and 
effectiveness to eliminate the related exposure to risk.  This report identifies thirteen 
recommendations and one observation to address these issues.  

Audit findings are discussed in the Audit Conclusions and Recommendations section of 
this report, and are followed by management’s response. 

Appreciation is expressed for the cooperation extended to the me by the personnel of the 
Fire and Police Commission. 



Sincerely, 
Ronda M Kohlheim, MBA 

Inspector General 

City Hall • Room 205 • 200 E. Wells St. • Milwaukee, WI 53202 

Phone (414) 286-2221 • Fax (414) 286-3456 • www.milwaukee.gov/cityclerk 

Member: International Institute of Municipal Clerks MILWAUKEE 
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I. Audit Scope, Objectives and Methodology 
 

The audit examined the Fire and Police Commission’s (FPC) administration of citizen complaint 

investigations, recruiting, testing and hiring processes; as well as whether the FPC is managed 

efficiently to meet its mission.  The scope of the audit included examining internal controls over 

processes administered by the FPC.  The audit focused on the adequacy of internal controls, 

policies and procedures, guidelines, Wis. Stat. and Milwaukee Code of Ordinances.  The audit 

period was September 2019 through current date. 

 

The objectives of the audit were to: 

1. Evaluate the adequacy of internal controls, policies and procedures over the Fire 

and Police Commission’s processes. 

2. Determine whether the FPC investigates citizen complaints: 

 Properly, investigating complaints within its jurisdiction and closing 

proper conduct cases immediately when appropriately based on 

information contained in the complaint. 

 Thoroughly as stipulated in the FPC guidelines for investigation of citizen 

complaints. 

 Within the timeframe required by guidelines, policy and procedure, Wis. 

Stat. and Milwaukee Code of Ordinances. 

3. Evaluate whether the FPC is effectively managed to achieve its mission. 

 

The audit excluded: 

1. The FPC’s oversight of the Fire and Police department internal policies and procedures. 

2. Disciplinary appeals from members of the Fire and Police departments. 

3. Disciplinary actions for members of the Fire and Police Departments for misconduct, or 

rule violation. 

4. The FPC’s community outreach and education activities. 

5. The Office of Emergency Management and Communications. 

6. Monitoring and research of the Fire and Police Departments operational initiatives. 
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The audit was conducted in accordance with generally-accepted government auditing standards.  

Those standards require that the audit be planned and performed so as to obtain sufficient, 

appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for the findings and conclusions based on the 

audit objectives.  I believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for the audit’s 

findings and conclusions based on the audit objectives. 

 

Methodology 

The audit methodology included developing an understanding of the processes and controls over 

the FPC.  To establish appropriate evaluation criteria for this audit, controls and procedures 

specific to the investigation and monitoring of citizen complaints and recruiting, testing and 

hiring for vacancies in the Milwaukee Fire (MFD) and Police Departments (MPD).  The 

procedures also included elements from best-practice criteria.  These standards were relevant 

during audit testing, finding identification, and recommendation development. 

                                                  

The audit procedures developed to evaluate the processes and controls to meet the audit 

objectives included: process walk-throughs; inspection of relevant control documentation; and 

the testing of controls as follows: 

 

 Reviewed internal policies, procedures, and guidelines. 

 Assessed compliance with s. 62.50, Wis. Stats., and Chapter 314 of the Milwaukee Code 

of Ordinances. 

 Determined whether the FPC investigated citizen complaints within its jurisdiction 

properly, and appropriately based on information contained in the complaint, as 

stipulated in the guidelines, and within the required timeframe. 

 Reviewed internal controls and processes for recruiting, testing and hiring MFD and 

MPD vacancies. 

 Assessed compliance with the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) Settlement 

Agreement (as it related to citizen complaint investigations)  

 Evaluated the organizational structure and development of the FPC. 
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II. Organization and Fiscal Impact 

 

The Milwaukee Board of Fire and Police Commission, established by Wisconsin state law in 

1885, is one of the oldest police oversight agencies in the nation.  Originally, the Fire and Police 

Commission (“the Commission” or FPC) was established to remove fire and police services from 

the influences of politics.  Until that time, in Milwaukee, chiefs of both departments were 

appointed by the mayor, who used these appointments, and the appointment of police officers, as 

a form of political patronage.  Under the new law, the FPC is now responsible for setting 

employment standards, testing candidates for positions in the Fire and Police Departments, and 

appointment of both chiefs.  In 1911 and under s. 62.50, Wis. Stats., and Chapter 314 of the 

Milwaukee Code of Ordinances, the Commission’s authority was expanded to include all aspects 

of operational oversight of the Fire and Police Departments.     

 

 
 

The Commission is comprised of a board of seven part-time citizen commissioners and a full 

time professional staff led by an executive director.  The commissioners and executive director 

are appointed by the mayor and approved by the Common Council.  The Commission’s authority 

and responsibility, including policy oversight, citizen complaints, disciplinary appeals, Office of 

the Emergency Management and Communication, and recruiting, testing and hiring are specified 

in s. 62.50, Wis. Stats., and Chapter 314 the Milwaukee Code of Ordinances.  The FPC sets 

overall policy, while the chiefs of their respective departments manage daily operations and 

implement commission’s policy direction and goals.  The FPC conducts policy reviews of MFD 
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and MPD operations, appoints and promotes department personnel, and prescribes general 

policies and standards.  The Commission’s judicial functions include hearing appeals from 

departmental disciplinary actions, investigation of citizen complaints filed against department 

members, and conducting citizen complaint hearings.1 

 

 Recruitment, Testing & Hiring 

The Commission has a long standing commitment to ensure the public safety workforce is 

representative of the Milwaukee community.2  The commission approves all appointments made 

to any position on the police force and in the Fire Department.  FPC staff develops and 

administers a series of assessments including written exams, physical ability and oral board tests, 

background investigations, and medical, drug, and psychological screenings.  Applicants who 

successfully pass all phases of the hiring process are hired according to their overall score; those 

applicants are hired in intervals for training classes, while candidates for entry level positions are 

filled as vacancies occur.   

 

       
 

When the Chief of the MFD or MPD position becomes vacant, the Commission determines 

qualifications, solicits applications, and appoints new chiefs.  Chiefs of both departments are 

hired for four-year terms, and renewable at the Board’s discretion3.   

                                                           
1 2020 Plan and Budget Summary, City of Milwaukee. Fire and Police Commission pg. 81. 
2 Fire and Police Commission website, About the Fire and Police Commission, Recruitment and Testing,  
https://city.milwaukee.gov/fpc/About#.Xl_ozUnsaUk.  
3 2020 Plan and Budget Summary: City of Milwaukee. Fire and Police Communication, pp.85 

https://city.milwaukee.gov/fpc/About#.Xl_ozUnsaUk
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Citizen Complaints 

Citizens can file a complaint directly with the MFD or MPD.  However, the FPC has full 

sovereignty to receive complaints and independently investigate and discipline department 

employees up to and including termination from employment for acts of misconduct.  A person 

may file a complaint against an employee of either department for specific acts of inappropriate 

conduct.  A complaint can be initiated in writing and in person; by telephone, fax, or e-mail; 

through the Commission’s website; and recognized community referral organizations.   

 

 
 

The FPC also monitors complaints filed directly with both departments and reviews their 

completed investigations.  Citizen complaints are assigned to one of two FPC investigators; 

however, there is currently one investigator/auditor vacancy.  The majority of complaints 

investigated by the FPC are completed within two months from the date of receipt.  However, 

each complaint is unique, so a particular complaint could take significantly more or less time to 

resolve. 

III. Audit Conclusions and Recommendations 

 

The audit evaluated the FPC’s administration of internal controls over processes surrounding 

recruiting, hiring, and testing and citizen complaint investigation activities.  These controls, 

developed and implemented by the Commission provide management with assurance that 
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processes are performed consistently and comply with statute, policies, procedures and best 

practice.   

 

The audit concluded that controls in place over the Commission’s citizen complaint 

investigations and recruiting, hiring and testing are adequately designed.  However, some 

identified controls have a significant or operational deficiency and require improvements to 

ensure operational efficiency and effectiveness to eliminate the related exposure to risk.   

 

This audit report identifies thirteen recommendations and one observation to address these 

issues. 

 

1. Collaborate with vendors to ensure scoring methodology and testing examination 

components comply with hiring prerequisites for fire and police positions. 

2.  Develop and document a detailed, well-defined pre-employment process to ensure 

medical examinations, psychological evaluations and drug tests comply with applicable 

federal and state rules and regulations. 

3. Revise, implement and document well-defined, comprehensive policies and procedures 

for recruiting, testing and hiring processes.  

4. Streamline recruiting, testing and hiring activities to ensure a stronger, effective and 

efficient process.  

5. Develop, implement and document comprehensive, well-defined policies and procedures 

governing the investigation of citizen complaints. 

6. Identify and establish an MOU, LOU or other agreement with community organizations 

to disseminate information, and/or provide guidance regarding filing a citizen complaint. 

7. The Commission, executive director and staff should work together to revise the rules, 

guidelines and other applicable material to be consistent with the provisions set forth in 

the settlement agreement between the City and the American Civil Liberties Union in the 

case Collins, et al. v. the City of Milwaukee, et al.  

8. Develop and implement an internal control system to help staff adapt to a shifting 

environment, evolving demands, changing risks and new priorities.   
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9. Require the attainment of professional development, training and related continuing 

education for critical functions.   

10. Develop and implement access controls over physical files, systems, applications, and 

databases. 

11. Develop and implement a policy and procedure regarding City-issued cell phone and 

mobile device management and utilization. 

12. Develop and implement a standardized “Business Needs Evaluation, Approval and 

Deactivation” form. 

13. Develop, implement and document comprehensive internal controls and processes to 

comply with city-wide purchasing policies, procedures, and applicable rules and 

regulations. 

Observation 

1. The Council and Mayor should collaborate to address structural issues regarding the Fire 

and Police Commission’s lack of authority and oversight over the executive director and 

staff. 

A. Recruitment, Hiring and Testing Controls 

 

According to best practice, recruiting a sufficient number of qualified applicants to meet the 

staffing needs of an agency is the most fundamental human resource process in a fire and police 

department.  The success of recruitment efforts impacts every other function in the agency.  The 

process of attracting potential employees is more complex than merely convincing a large 

number of individuals to submit an application for employment.  To be more effective, agencies 

must view recruitment in a comprehensive manner; and each agency has its specific system for 

hiring new employees.  The City of Milwaukee’s hiring process includes a written test, a state-

mandated physical readiness test, psychological evaluation, an oral interview, a writing sample 

exercise, and background investigation for MFD and MPD positions.  All components of the 

hiring process must be successfully completed to continue in the selection process and to be 

placed on the eligibility list; and appointment for those positions are based on the rank order.  

Each position in the respective departments has its own unique application process.  As a 

condition of employment, the pre-employment components of the hiring process (i.e. medical, 

drug and psychological screenings) are required for those individuals placed on the eligibility.            
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Audit testing procedures concluded that the vendor scoring methodology for testing and 

examination components may not comply with City rules and regulations for fire and police 

position.   

 

Specifically, 

 There is no documented, written internal procedure to ascertain whether test for fire and 

police positions have been developed and scored, by the vendor, to meet the specific 

requirements and for the best interest of the City when hiring for fire and police positions. 

 The FPC has not identified whether vendor’s scoring of testing components align with 

specific requirements of the City to continue in the hiring process for fire and police 

positions. 

 The FPC does not perform monitoring or a periodic review of the vendor’s scoring 

methodology to ensure tests and exams comply with requirements, as applicable and 

specific to the City of Milwaukee (as applicable).      

  ____________________________________________________________________________       

 

Recommendation 1: Collaborate with vendors to ensure the scoring methodology for 

testing examination components comply with specific requirements for City of Milwaukee 

fire and police positions    

 

Although the Executive Director has been in the FPC for less than one year, Management should 

collaborate with the vendor consultant from Industrial/Organizational (IO) Solutions and Public 

Safety Solutions (PSI) to ensure that scoring methodologies have been developed to meet 

specific needs, requirements (as applicable) and best interest for the hiring of firefighters and 

police officer positions in the City of Milwaukee.   

 

Specifically, 

 Document a well-defined, detailed policy and procedure to verify candidate testing scores 

were calculated according to the City’s best interest and criteria. 

 Define the job specific score requirements and a detailed example of how the vendor 

score results are calculated.   
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 Document the testing components specific to each fire and police department position; 

and include: 

o The order in which the testing components should occur in the selection process. 

o The purpose of each testing component and what the component is measuring; 

how it is scored; who calculates the scores; standards and guidelines as applicable 

per testing component and position. 

 Document and describe in detail the eligibility list process. 

Specifically,  

o Creation of the master list; where the list is maintained; the length of time the list 

can be used and the expiration of the list, etc. 

o The information to be included on the list; 

o The eligibility list approval process; 

o The process for ranking and placing candidates on the list based upon test scores 

and applicable preference points. 

 Perform periodic reviews of testing and examination scoring to ensure vendor results 

were scored to meet the needs in the best interest of the City. 

____________________________________________________________________________     

 

Pre-Employment  

According to the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC), as a general rule, 

information obtained and requested through the pre-employment process should be limited to 

those essential for determining whether a person is qualified for a job.  In addition, the American 

Disability Act (ADA) places restrictions on employers when it comes to asking applicants to 

answer medical questions; take a medical exam; or identify a disability.  An employer may not 

ask an applicant, for example, if he or she has a disability (or about the nature of an obvious 

disability).  An employer also may not ask a job applicant to answer medical questions or take a 

medical exam before making a job offer.  An employer may ask a job applicant whether they can 

perform the job and how they would perform the job.  The law allows an employer to condition a 

job offer on the applicant answering certain medical questions or successfully passing a medical 

exam, but only if all new employees in the same job have to answer the same questions or take 

the same exam.  Once a person is hired and has started work, an employer generally can only ask 
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medical questions or require a medical exam if the employer needs medical documentation to 

support an employee’s request for an accommodation or if the employer has reason to believe an 

employee would not be able to perform a job successfully or safely because of a medical 

condition.  The law also requires that an employer keeps all medical records and information 

confidential and in separate medical files. 4      

 

Audit testing concluded that candidates applying for sworn positions in the MFD and MPD must 

pass a pre-employment medical examination, psychological evaluation, and drug test as a 

condition of employment; however, phases in the hiring process are sometimes performed out of 

sequence to keep the prospective candidate moving through the process.  Hence, medical exams, 

psychological evaluations and drug test are conducted prior to an employment offer.  The audit 

further notes that this process has occurred for an extended amount of time, and prior to the 

appointment of the current executive director.      

 

Specifically, 

 There is no documented, written process disseminating the pre-employment process for 

medical examinations, psychological evaluations and drug testing and at what point in the 

process they should be performed. 

 Medical examinations, psychological evaluations and drug testing are conducted as a 

condition of employment; however, they are performed before an employment offer letter 

is sent, which does not comply with EEOC and ADA pre-employment rules regulations. 

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Recommendation 2: Develop and document a detailed, well-defined pre-employment 

process to ensure medical examinations, psychological evaluations and drug tests comply 

with applicable federal and state rules and regulations.    

 

Management should develop and document a detailed, well-defined formal policy and procedure 

for the pre-employment process for medical examinations, psychological evaluations and drug 

                                                           
4 U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission. Pre-Employment Inquires and Medical Questions & 
Examinations; https://www.eeoc.gov/laws/practices/inquiries_medical.cfm.  

https://www.eeoc.gov/laws/practices/inquiries_medical.cfm
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testing.  The process should outline the pre-employment medical examination, psychological 

evaluation and drug testing for fire and police department positions and ensure they comply with 

all applicable federal and state rules and regulations.  The policies and procedures should: 

 

 State that the pre-employment medical exam, psychological evaluation and drug test are 

to be administered after a formal offer of employment.   

 Document which health care professional(s) to use pre-employment medical exams, drug 

testing and psychological evaluations; how to establish an appointment as well as which 

provider to use for each component.    

 Communicate medical examinations used to determine employment, shall be specifically 

related to the essential task for which the candidate is considered. 

 Include that the only medical question shall be whether the candidate can presently 

perform the essential functions of the position safety. 

 Document that candidates disqualified is not due to a medical condition that would create 

a future risk of injury. 

 Include detailed information regarding vendors approved to perform per-employment test 

and evaluations and the process for setting up an appointment specific to each test, exam, 

or evaluation.  

 Define and document the appeal process for a candidate disqualified from appointment to 

a position for failure to meet the conditions of employment as required for the specific 

position. 

 Document the process for ensuring reasonable accommodations and ensure they are in 

accordance with federal and state law. 

 Define and document the process for determining decision for pre-employment (e.g. 

medically qualified, conditionally qualified, conditionally disqualified, medically 

disqualified, disqualified due to drug use, etc.).  The procedure should include the process 

for notifying the applicant.     

 

In addition, policies and procedures should be stored in a centralized location that is easily 

accessible and should be updated as changes occur to the process 

___________________________________________________________________________ 
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Policies and Procedures 

Best practice recommends that a comprehensive recruiting strategy begins with workforce 

planning or strategic staffing, multi-channel sourcing strategies, developing a recruiting model, 

processes, structure and methodology on how a company assesses and interviews candidates; 

especially for key positions driving the hiring process, negotiating and making competitive but 

equitable compensation packages, on-boarding, new hire assimilation, overall candidate 

experience and much more.   Recruiting is a key element in fostering diversity in any 

organization.  Efforts to reach out to the community and generate interest in working for the 

MFD or MPD, in addition to mentoring future candidates, are among the most effective means of 

improving the diversity of the candidate pool entering into the selection process  

 

 
 

Comprehensive well-defined, documented policies and procedures should be developed to 

maintain appropriate controls in accordance with the requirements for hiring candidates to fill 

vacant positions; they should be made accessible, communicated to all personnel, reviewed and 

updated as necessary.  Thorough policies, procedures and processes establish management’s 

criteria for executing City operations, outline current requirements, interdependencies, risks and 

controls; and they can help to identify improvement opportunities, as well as serve as an 

effective training tool for staff.  Documented policies and procedures provide oversight into 

standardized functions, key risks and controls that need to be monitored, simplify risk 

assessments, risk mitigation and audit efforts.  Policies and procedures governing recruiting, 

testing and hiring for MFD and MPD vacancies are inadequate and lack the specific processes, 

steps, and actions to ensure consistency in the process to eliminate the risk of disqualifying 

eligible candidates and to mitigate the City’s risk to legal liability and criticism.  
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Testing concluded that policies and procedures governing recruiting, testing and hiring internal 

controls and processes should be enhanced to include specific processes, steps and actions to 

eliminate the risk of excluding or disqualifying qualified candidates. 

 

Particularly, 

 Policy and procedures including timelines for vetting processes for fire and police 

department candidates are not formal, comprehensive, documented or easily accessible.  

 There is no formal process in place to identify hiring needs, pools of candidates, locations 

where recruiting events will take place; the types of events to conduct; or the process to 

conduct a hiring event; or assessment of the advantages and disadvantages of previous 

recruitment efforts. 

 There is only one individual responsible for identifying and recruiting candidates and 

overseeing the vetting process; and there is no back-up person to ensure recruiting 

activities continue in the absence of this person. 

 There is no established timeline regarding the length of time it takes MPD to complete 

background checks for fire and police positions. 

 The FPC has limited staff to perform recruitment, testing and hiring job responsibilities; 

and staff lack formal training in legal framework for Human Resource professionals and 

testing analysts.  

 The time necessary to move through the hiring process is lengthy and sometimes 

candidates drop out of the hiring process. 

 Established class dates have been missed due to lengthy process, lack of recruitment and 

hiring staff in the FPC, and lack of training and professional development necessary to 

navigate effectively and efficiently through the process. 

  ____________________________________________________________________________       

 

Recommendation 3: Revise, implement and document well-defined, comprehensive policies 

and procedures for recruiting, testing and hiring processes.  
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Management should revise, implement and document the vetting processes to formalize roles 

and responsibilities and establish timelines in order to allow the recruiting, testing and hiring 

process to proceed more precipitously.  Management should: 

 

 Revise, document and implement procedures to include all key aspects of the recruiting, 

testing and hiring processes related to specific MFD and MPD positions; where in the 

process they should occur; and the process to execute each step specific to positions in 

the individual departments.   

 Develop, document and implement a comprehensive, well-defined process for a 

promotional exam that requires the expertise of an external rater. 

 Collaborate with the MPD to establish a timeframe in which background investigations 

should be completed; the process should be documented in the policies and procedures. 

 Identify a back-up person who has been formally trained to perform recruiting activities 

in the absence of the recruiter, or to provide assistance when there is a need to ensure 

there is no interruption in recruitment efforts. 

 

In addition, policies and procedures should be stored in a centralized location that is easily 

accessible and should be updated as changes occur to the process.   

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Recommendation 4: Streamline recruiting, testing, and hiring activities to ensure a strong, 

effective and efficient process. 

 

Recruitment strategies should be tailored to meet the needs of the MFD and MPD, as well as the 

applicants.  Management should streamline and improve recruiting, testing and hiring processes 

for MFD and MPD to ensure a strong, effective and efficient process.   

 

Management should: 

 Consider implementing an on-going application process by accepting applications 

throughout the year rather than an established open and close application period.  
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 Consider speeding up the process to ensure that complete and up-to-date information is 

available to hiring staff at each step in the process, by implementing an automated system 

for managing the hiring process. 

 Establish an ongoing college/university presence by sponsoring events on campus that 

allows the recruiter to develop a relationship with students. 

 Sponsor a testing orientation program, for example, to help potential applicants fully 

understand the testing process, create a junior police academy or a pre-academy, 

streamline the testing process with more frequent test administrations and faster 

turnaround times for results, and create a fully interactive website. 

 Reestablish relationships with eligible and qualified candidates who previously fell out of 

the hiring process. 

 Consider partnerships with military officials, college and high school counselors, 

community-based organizations, student associations, and other departments internal to 

the FPC’s jurisdiction. 

 Conduct research to better understand the agency, the community, and the results of 

current and past recruitment efforts.  (For example, research should provide the FPC with 

information to answer the following questions: Who is the ideal candidate? Are the job 

qualifications really what the department wants? What advertising and other efforts are 

yielding the best results? What are the department demographics and how do those 

compare with the community served? What has attracted and kept existing staff? Why do 

officers leave the agency?). 

 Share resources with nearby agencies to maximize the impact of those assets. 

Accomplish through partnerships the improvements that the department cannot achieve in 

isolation. 

______________________________________________________________________ 
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B. Citizen Complaint Investigation Controls 

 

Policies and Procedures 

In accordance with best-practice requirements, management should implement control activities 

through policies that establish what is expected and in procedures that put policies into action.5  

Internal controls support a wide variety of goals that are essential to a healthy organization.  

Comprehensive well-defined, documented policies and procedures should be developed to 

maintain appropriate controls, in accordance with the requirements of citizen complaint 

investigations, made accessible, communicated to all personnel, and reviewed and updated as 

needed.  Thorough policies, procedures and processes establish management’s criteria for 

executing City operations, outline current requirements, interdependencies, risks and controls, 

and they can help to identify improvement opportunities as well as serve as an effective training 

tool for staff.   

 

 
 

Documented policies and procedures provide oversight into standardized functions, key risks and 

controls that need to be monitored as well as simplifying risk assessments, risk mitigation and 

audit efforts.   

 

Audit testing procedures concluded that policies, procedures, internal controls and processes 

governing investigation of citizen complaints should be developed, implemented and 

documented to include specific steps, actions and processes to mitigate the City’s risk to legal 

liability and criticism and in order to comply with applicable rules and regulation.   

                                                           
5 2013 COSO Framework – Principle 11. 
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Specifically, 

 There are no comprehensive, well-defined documented policies and procedures 

governing processes for the investigation of citizen complaints.   

 There is no formal, documented procedure for acknowledging receipt of a citizen’s 

complaint.  

 Complaints are categorized as an informal or formal complaint; however, there is neither 

a definition nor documented procedure for what constitutes a complaint as informal or 

formal. 

 There is no secondary review of citizen complaints investigated by the FPC investigator 

prior to the complaint file being submitted to the Executive Director to be referred for 

resolution.  

 There is no procedure to document when a complainant agrees to accept an identified 

resolution type.  

 There is no documented procedure to confirm the complainant understands that they must 

respond within 30 days if they are not satisfied with the determination, or with any 

questions or concerns. 

 There is no formal, documented procedure to communicate when a personnel interview 

of an MPD employee should be conducted as well as the completion of Form FPC 58, 

Compelled Statement.  In addition, Form FPC 58, Compelled Statement has not been 

updated since April 2012. 

 There is no documented procedure for when an MPD employee, who is not the target of 

an investigation, refuses to make a statement, as well as the completion of Form FPC 21, 

Informing the Member Report.  In addition, Form 21, Informing the Member Report has 

not been updated since July 2009. 

 Citizen complaints against an MFD employee are only investigated by the department 

whether they are received by the MFD or the FPC and are only investigated by the FPC 

when the complainant is unsatisfied with the outcome.   

 

While the FPC has guidelines for investigation of citizen complaint, they are inadequate and lack 

the specific steps, actions, procedures and processes to ensure consistency in the process to 
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mitigate the City’s risk of legal liability and criticism as well as to comply with applicable rules 

and regulations.      

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Recommendation 5: Develop, implement and document comprehensive, well-defined 

policies and procedures governing citizen complaint investigations. 

 

To improve the levels of controls over the FPC’s investigation of citizen complaints, 

Management should develop, implement, and document comprehensive, well-defined policies 

and procedures detailing the specific steps, actions and processes in order to comply with 

applicable rules and regulation. 

 

Specifically, 

 Develop, document and implement well-defined, comprehensive policies and procedures 

governing the investigation of citizen complaints.   

 Document the process by which a complaint is categorized as an informal or formal 

complaint (e.g. examples of an informal and formal complaint, definition of informal and 

formal complaint, etc.). 

 Document the process for how complaints are assigned to a specific 

investigators/auditors and how they are tracked. 

 Provide a detailed description of the process to complete the citizen complaint checklist, 

where the checklist is maintained, and the purpose for the checklist.   

Intake Investigation Process 

o Detail the process for receiving, recording, evaluating and categorizing a 

complaint regarding a department employee’s misconduct. 

o Define the process for determining whether an initial complaint meets 

jurisdictional and other criteria for filing a complaint. 

o Detail the process for conducting a preliminary investigation. 

o Outline the steps to evaluate evidence, identify and categorize the specific 

allegations, review and document the complaint to determine whether the 

minimum filing criteria has been met.  
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o Document the reason and steps taken to determine the course of action (e.g. 

referred for citizen board trial; mediation; rapid resolution response complaint 

inquiry; dual complaint inquiry; review of completed investigations; policy 

training; dismissal; other actions consistent with law and policy, etc.). 

 Document the management review process (in the form of a procedure), the date the file 

was sent to management, and the date it was referred for resolution to ensure it falls 

within the 10-day deadline, set forth by the Rules of the Board of FPC, Rule XV, Section 

4.  

 Document the process (in the form of a procedure) for reviewing citizen complaints 

investigated by the MPD, include how often they are reviewed. 

 Document the step-by-step instructions for gathering data to analyze, monitor and audit 

citizen complaints to ensure a fair and consistent process. 

 Implement a process for providing a status update for complaints that takes an extended 

period of time to investigate.       

 Implement a process to ensure secondary review of citizen complaints before the 

complaint file is submitted to the Executive director for the recommended resolution 

type.    

 Develop, document and implement the process when the complainant agrees to accept a 

recommended resolution type.  

 Develop, document and implement a process to confirm the complainant has been 

informed they must respond within 30 if they are not satisfied with the determination, or 

with any questions or concerns 

 Develop and implement a confirmation/acknowledgement letter confirming receipt of a 

citizen complaint within five to seven business days from the receipt date. 

 Document and implement the steps for creating an initial file in the Administrative 

Investigation Management system (AIM), which includes checking the AIM to determine 

whether the complaint was also filed with the respective department. 

 Document the process (in the form of a procedure) for determining whether the complaint 

falls within the established filing guidelines. 
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 Review and revise forms FPC 21 Informing the Member Report and FPC 58 Compelled 

Statement to ensure each form is comprehensive and in compliance with applicable 

policies, procedures, rules and regulations. 

 Document a detailed procedure for tracking citizen complaint investigations from 

inception to completion. 

 Document the process (in the form of procedures) for determining whether a complaint is 

classified as a minor misconduct or major rule violation complaint (e.g. minor 

misconduct and major rule violation, definition of minor misconduct and major rule 

violation, etc.). 

 Create a standardized denial or rejection letter, include the reasons why the letter should 

be sent, the timeframe in which it should be sent to the complainant, retention of copies, 

where copies are maintained, etc. 

 Develop, document and implement procedures to define the process for FPC 

investigators/auditors to perform the investigation of citizen complaints received by the 

FPC. 

 

In addition, policies and procedures should be stored in a centralized location that is easily 

accessible and should be updated as changes to the process occurs.          

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) or Letter of Understanding (LOU) 

A memorandum of understanding (MOU) or letter of understanding (LOU) is a written 

agreement between two organizations to establish the ground rules for any partnership activities.  

A well-executed MOU or LOU includes details, guidelines, length of time, point of contact, 

required training, the announcement of the partnership, etc.   It should outline what each 

organization agrees to contribute to the partnership, a timeframe for delivering the desired 

outcomes and details of how each party will collaborate (e.g., regular in-person meetings, 

conference calls, written approval of all activities by both parties).  An MOU or LOU is like a 

contract that defines the way two organizations will work together.  While they are technically 

legally binding, consider these documents a tool to facilitate the partnership, and ensure a smooth 

working relationship.   
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Testing results suggested that the FPC does not have an established MOU, LOU or formal 

working relationship with organizations in the community; previously established relationships 

are outdated; there has been no recent communication; and a designated point of contact for 

previously established relationships have not been identified.  Such organizations, if they exist, 

could be disseminating outdated or inaccurate information about the FPC, MFD and MPD 

investigation of citizen complaints processes.   

Particularly, 

 The FPC does not have an established, formal MOU, LOU, partnership or agreement 

with any organization in the community to disseminate information regarding the citizen 

complaint process. 

 There are no documented policies and procedures for establishing a formal MOU, LOU, 

partnership or agreement with organizations in the community that will assist with 

communicating information about the citizen complaint investigation process. 

 The FPC has no knowledge of which community organizations were previously 

established to provide information to citizens regarding the process for filing a complaint 

against a member of the MFD or MPD. 

 There is no documented process in place detailing the steps for establishing a working 

relationship with a community referring organization. 

 Community organizations providing information regarding filing a citizen complaint are 

not formally trained on the process.   
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 An accurate list of community referring organizations is not indicated on the FPC’s 

website or printed materials.   

 The FPC has not had any recent contact with community organizations and does not have 

a designated point of contact for each organization.                                                                                             

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Recommendation 6: Identify and establish an MOU, LOU or other agreement with 

community organizations to disseminate information, and/or provide guidance regarding 

filing a citizen complaint. 

 

Management should identify and establish a formal, documented MOU, LOU, or partnership 

agreement with community organizations that will disseminate information or provide citizens 

with guidance regarding filing citizen complaint against a member of the MFD or MPD.  

 

Specifically, 

 Develop a policy and procedure detailing the process for establishing a partnership 

agreement, memorandum or letter of understanding.  

 Identify organizations in the community which will disseminate information regarding 

filing a citizen complaint against a member of the MFD or MPD; designated a point of 

contact for each community referring organization. 

 Provide initial and ongoing training to members of the community organization(s) 

who will distribute information and provide guidance to citizens inquiring about the 

process.  Training should occur at least annually or the process changes. 

 Ensure community referring organizations have current, comprehensive knowledge 

and an understanding of the citizen complaint process. 

 Ensure community referring organizations are kept abreast of any changes and 

revisions to the process and documentation relating to complaint (e.g. brochures, 

complaint, forms, etc.).  

 Develop a procedure for community referring organizations to keep a log of citizens 

who complete, inquire, request guidance or assistance regarding filing a citizen 

complaint against a member of the MFD or MPD.  
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 Establish a procedure for FPC investigators and community referring organization 

staff involved in the complaints process to have regularly-scheduled meetings; 

meetings should be documented as verification that a meeting took place.  

 Develop a sign-off process for the community referring organization staff as 

confirmation of training and agreement to abide by the guidelines as stipulated in the 

MOU, LOU, partnership agreement and as defined by the rules, state statutes and code 

of ordinances. 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Rules of the Board of FPC / Investigation Intake Guidelines 

The American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), the ACLU of Wisconsin, and the law firm of 

Covington & Burling LLP filed a class-action lawsuit against the City of Milwaukee over the 

MPD’s vast and unconstitutional stop-and-frisk program and in July 2018, a Settlement 

Agreement was approved.   The U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of Wisconsin entered 

an order adopting the Settlement Agreement.  The agreement requires the MPD and the FPC to: 

 

 Change policies regarding stops and frisks; 

 Document every stop and frisk conducted by officers, the reason for the encounter, and 

related demographic information, regardless of the outcome of the stop; 

 Improve training, supervision, and auditing of officers on stop and frisk and racial 

profiling issues, and provide for discipline of officers who conduct improper stops or fail 

to document those stops; 

 Release stop-and-frisk data regularly to the public; 

 Expand and improve the process for the public to file complaints against police officers; 

 Maintain the Milwaukee Community Collaborative Committee, which will seek 

community input policing strategies and their impact on the public to improve trust 

between law enforcement and city residents, and seek diverse representation on the 

committee; and 

 Use an independent consultant to evaluate whether the city, the police department, and 

the Fire and Police Commission are making sufficient progress in implementing the 

reforms and identifying and correcting unlawful stops and frisks. 
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The Settlement Agreement is to remain in force for at least the next five years and is being 

monitored by Plaintiffs’ counsel.6 

 

 
 

Testing of audit procedures concluded that the Rules of the Board of FPC and the Citizen 

Complaint Intake Investigations Guidelines are inconsistent with certain requirements stipulated 

in the ACLU Settlement Agreement.   

 

Particularly,   

 The ACLU instructs the FPC to no longer require a citizen complaint to be notarized 

prior to submission of an investigation; however, the Rules of the Board of FPC and 

the Citizens Complaint Intake Investigation Guidelines indicate the Citizen 

Complaint form must be notarized before the FPC can accept jurisdiction. 

 The FPC does not keep a list of all complaints against individual officers or provide 

the chief of police with information relating to officers who receive three or more 

complaints within 90-days or a rolling one-year period; however, per the Settlement 

Agreement, the FPC should retain such a list and provide the chief of police with the 

information. 

 Internal complaints investigated by MPD are not reviewed by the FPC unless the 

complainant is unsatisfied with the results of the investigation.  Under the agreement, 

the FPC is to review all internal complaints relating to MPD, and conduct and 

maintain a separate database to track such complaints. 

 The MPD does not have an established email address included on its website or 

printed materials.  The ACLU agreement, instructed the FPC to direct the MPD to 
                                                           
6 Collins ET AL. V. The City of Milwaukee ET AL. https://www.aclu.org/cases/collins-et-al-v-city-milwaukee-et-al.  

https://www.aclu.org/cases/collins-et-al-v-city-milwaukee-et-al
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establish and include an email address on its website and all its printed material for 

citizen complaints.   

 The FPC does not audit all complaints submitted by members of the public to the 

MPD to ensure that those responsible properly investigate complaints. 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Recommendation 7: The Commission, executive director and investigation staff should 

work together to revise the rules, guidelines and other applicable material to be consistent 

with the provisions set forth in the settlement between the City and the American Civil 

Liberties Union in the case Collins, et al. v. the City of Milwaukee, et al.  

 

To ensure compliance with the requirements set forth in the ACLU Settlement Agreement, 

Management and FPC investigators/auditors should collaborate with the Commission to revise, 

document and implement the rules, guidelines and other applicable materials related to citizen 

complaint investigations.   

Specifically, 

 Revise the rules and the guidelines to remove any verbiage requiring a citizen complaint 

investigation form to be notarized prior to the start of an investigation.  In addition, the 

revisions should include a statement that verification of identification may be requested 

at a later time.   

 Create a database to track complaints of misconduct against individual police officers 

who receive three or more complaints within a 90-day period or within a rolling one-

year period.  

 Implement a process and document it in the form of a procedure to review all 

complaints relating to MPD conduct and track the complaints in a database other than 

the Administrative Investigation Management (AIM) system administered by the MPD. 

 Instruct the MPD to establish an email address for citizens to submit complaints. (Ah-

ha!  This must be added to the above.)  In addition, the email address should be posted 

on the MPDs website and printed materials related to citizen complaints. 
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 Develop, implement, and document a procedure to audit data, dashboard camera 

footage, and body camera footage on all traffic stops, field interviews, no-action 

encounters, frisks, and searches every six months. 

 Develop, implement and document a procedure to conduct an audit of complaints 

submitted by the members of the public to both FPC and MPD to ensure that the those 

responsible properly investigated the complaint.   

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

C. Organizational Structure and Professional Development 

 

In accordance with best practice requirements, changes in management and personnel; new 

product or service initiatives; technological advances; regulatory adjustments; and increasing 

competition in the marketplace: each factor, or a combination of factors, can mean the difference 

between a vibrant, competitive organization and a dysfunctional one.  Authority for decision 

making must be clearly delineated in the organizational structure; work flows must be 

constructed based on employee skill sets and job duties; communication channels must allow for 

quick decisions and collaboration; and reward structures must encourage high performance at 

every level of the organization.  Achieving the proper balance is context specific: what works for 

one company might be wholly inadequate for another.  Management consultancy Oliver Wyman 

observes that while discussions of organizational design tend towards the theoretical/academic, 

there are a few concrete questions that management must ask throughout the organizational 

design process:7   

 

1. What changes will the new strategy require in the organization’s core work? How will 

tasks be modified? Will there be new constraints, resources, processes or technologies 

involved? 

2. Do the organization’s people have the skills, interest, characteristics, and capacity to 

perform the required work in a manner consistent with the strategy? 

                                                           
7 Taken verbatim from the original. See: “Strategic Organization Design: An Integrated Approach.” Oliver Wyman, 
1998, p. 6-7. http://www.oliverwyman.com/ow/pdf_files/Strategic_Org_Design_INS.pdf 
 

http://www.oliverwyman.com/ow/pdf_files/Strategic_Org_Design_INS.pdf
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3. Are values, beliefs, behavior patterns, and leadership styles associated with the culture - 

or informal organization - likely to aid or hinder the performance of the new work? 

4. How will the explicit structures and processes that make up the formal organizational 

arrangements affect the new work requirements? 

 

Answering those questions requires a multi-step process to account for current competencies, 

work flows, and reporting structures (among others); identify areas in need of reorganization to 

achieve strategic objectives; identify how those areas should be reorganized; and implement the 

new organizational design.  In its simplest form, the process involves the following four steps: 

Preliminary Analysis, Strategic Design, Operational Design, and Implementation.8 

  

Phase I: Preliminary Analysis 

 Conduct structured interviews to: 

 Identify strengths and weaknesses of the existing organization. 

 Clarify issues related to business strategy and organizational design. 

Phase II: Strategic Organization Design 

 Design Criteria: Review information from the preliminary analysis and 

generate criteria for a new design 

 Grouping: Generate several design options and evaluate against criteria 

• Grouping by Output - Product, Service, or Project 

• Grouping by Activity - Function, Work Process, Knowledge or Skill 

• Grouping   by   Customer - Market   Segment, Customer Need, or 

Geography 

 Linking: Identify information flow requirements, select ways to facilitate the 

flow of information to meet the requirements, and evaluate against the criteria. 

 Impact Analysis: Analyze each option to determine feasibility given the 

existing leadership skills, power relationships, and work environment. 

Phase III: Operational Design 

 Carry out the operational homework necessary to put the organizational 

design decision in place. 

                                                           
8 Ibid, p. 11. 
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 Design work charters, reporting relationships, information flows, etc. 

 Phase IV: Implementation 

 Develop a strategy for implementing new design 

 Assess the potential resistance to the new organization  

 Determine the best way to manage the transition from the old organization to 

the new. 

 

The functional structure organizes employees by major job function/activity, with functional   

units typically falling under defined categories.  While there are many critical business decisions 

to make with changes to the organizational structure, it can be easy to overlook one of the most 

important aspect of the organization – the people performing the task.  Best practice suggests, 

while making changes to an organization, reflect on the resources necessary to provide staff with 

the required training and development in order for them to succeed in their roles and 

responsibilities.  In addition, best practice indicates that the only asset an organization has that 

appreciates over time is its employees.  Businesses that understand this fact are the most 

successful because they know the advantages of having knowledgeable, experienced, and highly-

skilled staff and are willing to invest in their growth.  In addition, organizations with an aligned 

and focused approach to training, that offer employee development tied to corporate strategic 

goals and measureable results, are not only more successful, they have a lower turnover rate.  No 

matter the type of business, there’s no disputing the value of providing employees with 

continuing training and growth opportunities.   
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According to HR manager Harry Conley, the organizational structure is how employees are 

grouped together.  It is designed by the department head, a direct manager, or any other person in 

charge of a business and is specifically created to improve the productivity of the business.   

Ideally, this means that employees can work together, share resources and communicate without 

being unproductive; however, this is often not the case.  It is important that management has an 

understanding that all of this comes with some trade-offs.  The decision on the organizational 

structure is an important one and it shouldn’t be taken lightly; it will determine how people 

interact and how they work together.9    

 

Audit testing concluded that the organizational structure governing continuity of operations, 

attainment of training, professional certification, and related continuing education should be 

enhanced in order to meet the vision, needs and strategic goals of the FPC to mitigate the City’s 

risk of legal liability and criticism, and in order to comply with applicable rules and regulations.   

 

Specifically, 

 The current FPC Executive Director (ED) has been operating in the position for less than 

one year and has not had an opportunity to develop an overall understanding of the role 

and responsibility of the position, as well as restructure the department to operate in a 

more efficient and effective capacity that is aligned with the FPC’s mission and goals.      

 Various job titles have been informally reclassified; undocumented job descriptions; and 

are not found within the Salary and Positions Ordinances.   

 There is no formal, documented succession plan for critical processes within the FPC. 

 The FPC has experienced a delay or suspension in critical operations due to both 

voluntary and involuntary separations from employment and temporary medical leaves. 

 The risk manager and risk auditor roles and responsibilities are inconsistent with those 

approved by the Finance and Personnel Committee on July 19, 2018. 

 Communication and direction from management varies among staff performing the same 

or similar job functions. 

                                                           
9 Conley, Harry: How Organizational Structure Affects Business Productivity (05.30.19), 
https://www.cxservice360.com.  

https://www.cxservice360.com/
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 There is a lack of consensus and understanding regarding some management and staff 

positions as to their respective roles and responsibilities.  

 The department has struggled to retain staff to perform the day-to-day operations for 

critical operations.  Since September 2019, the FPC has incurred a loss of staff due to 

temporary leave, involuntary and voluntary departures totaling ten full-time employees: 

Specifically, 

o Four staff members resigned from their position;  

o Three FPC employees were terminated;  

o Three employees elected to take a temporary medical leave; and 

o Additionally, since the audit, another staff has resigned, one has transferred to 

another City department, and another is scheduled to transfer.    

 FPC management and staff are overwhelmed with expectations of conducting business 

operations as normal with limited or no staff in critical positions to perform the job 

specific roles and responsibilities. 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Recommendation 8: Develop and implement an internal control system to help staff adapt 

to a shifting environment, evolving demands, changing risks, and new priorities.   

 

Management should improve its overall governance in order to meet the vision, needs, and 

strategic goals of the FPC to mitigate the City’s risk of legal liability as well as public criticism, 

and in order to comply with applicable rules and regulation. 

 

 Develop and implement formal, comprehensive, well-defined succession plans, using 

established best practices, submit them to approving authorities for consideration and 

approval; review and update them consistently; and keep them on record as necessary. 

 Strengthen the FPC’s oversight by clearly defining its role and responsibilities regarding 

decisions and continuing to evaluate the organizational structure as well as improving 

how decisions are made and communicated to staff to ensure consistent direction and 

communication.  

 Coordinate with the Department of Employee Relations to properly reclassify positions 

for compliance with the Salary and Positions Ordinances.  
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 Continue to develop the risk management program by ensuring the Risk Manager and 

Risk Auditor roles and responsibilities are consistent with those approved by the Finance 

and Personnel Committee on July 19, 2018 (see Appendix 1). 

 Develop, document, and implement a staff retention policy.  The Commission should 

conduct timely exit interviews and perform periodic analysis of staff turnover. 

 Approach workforce planning strategically, basing decisions on mission needs, citizen 

expectations, workload, and skills and competencies of staff.  Strategies should avoid 

excess organizational layers and redundant operations, and maintain a balance between 

supervisory and non-supervisory positions.  

 Establish a climate of openness that encourages the free flow of communication in all 

directions that: 

o Informs employees of their duties and responsibilities; 

o Reports sensitive matters, such as changes in leadership, the organizational 

structure, etc. 

o Enables employees to offer suggestions for improvement; 

o Provides the information necessary for all employees to carry out their 

responsibilities effectively; and  

o Conveys top management’s message that internal control responsibilities are 

important and should be taken seriously. 

 Identify and resolve specific communication issues between management and staff. 

 Develop, document, and implement a strategy promoting ongoing feedback to employees 

and identify steps to improve employee performance and the value of feedback 

employees receive. 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Professional Development and training 

Professional development and training are ways of improving the effectiveness of the current 

workforce, but they are also attractive benefits for ambitious people.  Training isn't just 

important to any company, it is vital.  Although there are many categories of professional 

development and training such as management training, there are general benefits to be realized 

from virtually any type of education program or policy a company undertakes.   
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It is beneficial to both the company and employees will realize include: 

 Improved productivity and adherence to quality standards.  

 Employees develop skill sets that allow them undertake a greater variety of work.  

 Improved ability to implement and realize specific goals outlined in a company's business 

plan.  

 Increased ability to respond effectively to change. 

Productivity usually increases when a company implements training courses.  Training across the 

workforce, from the shop floor to executive level and in any discipline, improves: 

 Competitiveness  

 Morale  

 Profitability  

 Customer satisfaction  

 Market share  

 Company reputation and profile 

 

It can also lead to reductions in: 

 Inefficient use of time and materials  

 Workplace accidents  

 Maintenance costs of equipment  

 Staff turnover and absenteeism  

 Recruitment expenses 

 

They also make a company more attractive to potential new recruits who seek to improve their 

skills and the opportunities associated with those new skills.  The lack of a training strategy to a 

potential top candidate suggests that the company will fail to meet his or her own aspirations, 

leading to a lack of ambitious candidates. 

 

A professional development and training strategy involves the systematic training and 

improvement of people within the organization so that employees and the company, can achieve 

their objectives and both personal and corporate goals. 
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Testing of audit procedures concluded that the organizational structure governing completion of 

training, professional certification, and related continuing education is lacking and should be 

enhanced in order to meet the vision, needs and strategic goals of the FPC to mitigate the City’s 

risk of legal liability and criticism and in order to comply with applicable rules and regulations.  

 

Specifically,  

 Staff performing job specific tasks lack the required skills, knowledge and training to 

effectively and efficiently perform the job task. 

 The FPC has limited staff to perform recruiting, testing, and hiring job responsibilities; 

and staff lacks the required, formal training in the legal framework for human resource 

professionals and testing analysts.  

 The current FPC investigator/auditor has not been trained on the various steps for some 

of the complaint category types; and staff well-versed on the complete process have since 

separated employment with the City. 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Recommendation 9: Require the attainment of professional development, training and 

related continuing education for critical functions. 

 

Management should require the completion of training, professional certifications, and related 

continuous professional education for positions within the FPC that require them.   

 

Specifically, 

 Develop functional and technical documentation that will aid the FPC in cross-training 

staff to perform key processes and eliminate single points of failure by ensuring staff 

members are fully trained and assigned as backups to key processes within the FPC. 

 Require and provide initial and ongoing training and development for the risk manager, 

risk auditor, and investigators/auditors involved with citizen complaints and risk 

management processes.   

By joining associations such as: 

o Public Risk Management Association (PRIMA) 

o Center for Public Safety Management (CPSM) 
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o The Risk Management Society (RIMS)  

o National Internal Affairs Investigators Association 

o Legal and Liability Risk Management Institute  

 Require and provide necessary resources to the recruiter, human resource analyst senior, 

human resource representative and all other staff involved with recruitment, testing and 

hiring for positions in the fire and police department with formal training on the legal 

framework for human resources development 

 Require and provide training for all staff involved in testing roles and responsibilities to 

attend training in the following: 

o Job Analysis 

o Talent Acquisition  

o Validation Principles 

o Test Development 

o Assessment Tools and Approaches 

 Require and provide training so that staff involved in human resources roles become 

thoroughly familiar with the EEOC’s Uniform Guidelines on Employee Selection 

Procedures.  

 Require and provide the recruiter, human resource analyst senior and human resource 

representative to attending ongoing training by joining human resources associations or 

organizations, such as: 

• International Public Management Association for Human Resources (IPMA-HR) 

• International Personnel Assessment Council (IPAC) 

• Great Lakes Employment Assessment Network (GLEAN, a Chapter of IPAC) 

• Society of Human Resource Management (SHRM) 

• Society for Industrial and Organizational Psychology (SIOP) 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Access Controls 

In accordance with best practice and the Privacy Act of 1974, an agency that maintains a system 

of records shall establish appropriate administrative, technical and physical safeguards to ensure 

the security and confidentiality of records; and to protect against any anticipated threats or 
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hazards to their security or integrity which could result in substantial harm, embarrassment, 

inconvenience, or unfairness to any individual on whom information is maintained.  Physical 

controls and accountability reduce the risk of potentially undetected theft and loss.  Access 

controls improve visibility and accountability over physical files containing confidential 

information.  Key card system controls limit accessibility to the Fire and Police Commission’s 

area; however, testing of audit procedure concluded that: 

 

 Keys for locked cabinets containing completed citizen complaint files are maintained by 

an individual who does not have a direct business need for access to the files. 

 Physical folders containing citizen complaints pending investigation are maintained on 

the investigator’s desk and accessible to staff who do not have an authorized business 

use. 

 The FPC does not have a formal, documented process for requesting or terminating 

access to systems and applications authorized to staff with a specific business need.  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Recommendation 10: Develop and implement access controls over physical files, systems, 

applications and databases.   

 

Although a key card is required for access to the Fire and Police Commission and visitors have 

to be escorted while in the area; risk mitigating processes and controls of inventory management 

and safeguarding should be developed, documented and implemented.  To strengthen physical 

controls and segregation of duties over FPC assets, Management should: 

 

 Develop and implement access controls to ensure that access to physical files, systems, 

applications and databases is restricted to authorized personnel. 

 Keep both pending and completed physical, confidential files in locked file cabinets; and 

access to these file should be accessible only to staff with a legitimate business need.   

 Restrict access to records, assets, physical files, systems and applications to authorized 

personnel with a legitimate business need and to allow for appropriate segregation of 

duties. 
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 Develop and implement a process or checklist to grants access for new or existing staff 

and terminate access upon separation of employment or transfer to another City 

department. 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Cell Phone and Mobile Device Management and Utilization 

In accordance with best practice, a mobile device is defined as any electronic device with the 

ability to transmit or receive data, text, and/or voice, via a cellular network.  This includes but is 

not limited to smartphones, cellular equipped tablets, laptops, and mobile hot-spots.  Using a 

mobile device in business can boost productivity, mobility, safety and morale of employees.   

 

These devices can help employees to: 

 Improve customer service 

 Remain in contact with the office, customers and suppliers 

 Increase mobility 

 Increase productivity 

 Work remotely  

 

Mobile devices are a vital piece of business equipment for many businesses and their staff.  They 

are commonly used in almost every City of Milwaukee department to increase performance in 

the field and extend communication beyond the office.  The City is committed to providing and 

promoting this technology as appropriate to add value to the community by delivering high 

quality services at the lowest possible cost.  Connecting a mobile phone or a laptop to the 

internet can give employees an even greater degree of flexibility. 

 

However, significant business challenges can emerge from using mobile devices at work. For 

example: 

 

 Workflow disruption - always-on communication in the form of personal and work-

related calls can disturb employee workflow and decrease their productivity. 
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 Compromised work-life balance - 'all hours' availability can interrupt your employees' 

personal life if they receive calls outside their working hours. 

 Costs - providing mobile phones to your workforce can be expensive.  However, you can 

enable features on your handsets and SIM cards to restrict the use of phones to business 

purpose only.  You can also choose a tariff that suits company usage.  Speak to your 

service provider about what is possible. 

 Legal issues - the law prohibits using handheld phones while driving.  If you require or 

permit your staff to use a handheld mobile device while driving on duty, you could be 

committing an offence. 

 Territories - if you expect mobile users to travel overseas, you should check costs.  Keep 

in mind that you may need 'tri-band' handsets if travelling to North America. 

 

When employees use company owned mobile devices for reasons unrelated to work, the devices 

can become an unwelcome distraction at the very least and a legal and operational risk at worst. 

To avoid potential problems, companies should have a clear policy on the use of company issued 

mobile devices.  

 

Testing of audit procedures concluded that policies, procedures, internal controls and processes 

governing the use and monitoring of City-issued mobile devices should be developed and 

implemented to include specific steps, actions and processes to mitigate the City’s risk to legal 

liability and in order to comply with applicable City-wide policies and procedures, rules and 

regulation. 

 

Specifically, 

 There is no internal formal, documented policy and procedure governing the use, 

monitoring and return of City-issued mobile devices.   

 City-owned mobile devices are issued to staff in a manner inconsistent with the roles, 

responsibilities and requirements of their job functions, or not distributed to all staff 

members performing the same or similar job. 
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 City-owned mobile devices previously issued to former FPC staff have not been returned 

to the ITMD, have not been deactivated, and the FPC is still being billed for services 

even though the phones are not currently being used. 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Recommendation 11: Develop and implement a policy and procedure regarding City-issued 

cell phone and mobile device management and utilization. 

 

Management should develop and implement a documented, formal, well-defined policy and 

procedure for cellphone and mobile device management and utilization processes and controls.   

The documented policy and procedure should include: 

 

 Oversight and usage monitoring (accountability and responsibility). 

 Device issuance, activations, returns and deactivation. 

 Approval authority. 

 Usage monitoring (excessive, personal, reimbursement requirements, and exceptions). 

 Storage and safeguarding. 

 Monthly oversight and usage monitoring. 

 Standard business needs evaluation form. 

 Device issuance, return and deactivation of mobile device form.   

 Any non-City e-mail, instant messaging, social media, or other accounts must not be used 

to conduct City-related business, or downloaded on the mobile device.  

 

In addition, policies and procedures should be stored in a centralized location that is easily 

accessible and should be updated as changes occur to the process.        

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Recommendation 12: Develop and implement a standard “Business Needs Evaluation 

Approval” and “Deactivation” form.   
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In addition to the Information Technology Management Division’s Request IT Support (RITS) 

ticket, Management should develop and implement a standard form to evaluate the business 

need, approval and deactivation for a City-issued mobile device.  Management should: 

 

 Develop and implement a standard form that will document the business need and 

restrictions used to solidify approval for the issuance of a cell phone or mobile device to 

staff.  The form should be signed by the employee and the supervisor that authorized 

approval.  In addition, the form should be maintained in the employee departmental 

employee personnel file. 

 Develop and implement a standard form that will document the return of a City-owned 

mobile device.  The form should be signed by the employee and the supervisor retrieving 

the return of the mobile device. 

 Develop and implement a documented process for returning the mobile to the ITMD.  

 Return the City-issued mobile devices, not currently being used for City business, to the 

ITMD and request that services be deactivated, as per the City-wide Mobile Device 

Management Policy. 

 Contact the mobile service carrier to determine whether the City can be reimbursed for 

the months in which the City was billed for services after the employee separated 

employment with the FPC.   

 Assign a point of contact person responsible for requesting, granting, administering or 

terminating access to city-owned mobile devices and databases.  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Professional Service Contract 

The City of Milwaukee, Department of Administration, Purchasing Division's mission is to 

acquire commodities and services for City Departments in the most cost effective, efficient, and 

impartial manner within the appropriate guidelines.  Effective October 15, 2015, all professional 

contracts, including but not limited to those with former City employees, regardless of the dollar 

amount, must be executed through the Purchasing Division.   
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As defined in s, 310-13-2-an of the Milwaukee Code of Ordinances, a professional service 

contract is any contract in which the majority of workers engaged in the performance of the 

contract perform work which: 

 

 a-1: Is predominantly intellectual and varied in nature, as opposed to work which 

involves routine mental, manual, mechanical or physical labor. 

 a-2: Requires advanced knowledge in a field of science or learning customarily 

acquired by a prolonged course of specialized intellectual instruction and study in an 

institution of higher education or a hospital. 

 

Prior to contracting professional services for any dollar amount, whether or not it is with a 

former City employee, departments are required to submit and prior to allowing the contractor to 

begin work, the following to the Purchasing Division: 

 

 A PeopleSoft Requisition. 

 A Request for Exception to Bid Form. 

 A Request for Pricing Form (must include the contractor’s signature). 

 A Summary of Experience Form. 

 A Professional Service Contract Questionnaire. 

 A Slavery Disclosure Affidavit. 

 A W-9 Form (if the vendor does not have a Vendor ID in the FMIS). 

 

Testing of audit procedures suggested that the FPC does not have a documented, process in place 

to ensure that internal processes are in compliance with City-wide policies and applicable rules 

and regulations to mitigate the City’s risk to legal liability. 

 

Specifically, 

 The Executive Director executed a professional service contract, beginning October 1, 

2019, with a Public Relations Consultant; however, the Purchasing Division had no prior 

knowledge regarding the execution of the contract and was not involved in the execution 

of the contract. 
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 Professional service contracts to secure the services of an external rater to perform testing 

for promotional exams are established without the involvement of the Purchasing 

Department. Note: This finding was included at the request of the Executive Director’s 

during the audit’s Exit Conference. 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Recommendation 13: Develop and implement documented, comprehensive internal 

controls and processes to comply with city-wide purchasing policies, procedures, and 

applicable rules and regulations.    

 

To ensure consistency and compliance with city-wide City of Milwaukee purchasing policies, 

applicable rules and regulations, Management should:  

 

 Develop and implement documented, comprehensive internal controls and processes to 

uphold prerequisites as stipulated in the City-wide Purchasing Liaison Manual and 

applicable rules and regulations to safeguard the City from legal liability; assure 

compliance with the Internal Revenue Service guidelines (applicable to payroll taxes); 

and eliminates the possibility of penalty by IRS for non-compliance with payroll tax 

guidelines.  

 Develop, implement and document, well-defined policies and procedures to assure that 

all contracts established by the FPC comply with the requires as published in the City-

wide Purchasing Liaison Manual.   

____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

The Fire and Police Commission’s Lack of Authority and Oversight  

Historically, the Board of Fire and Police Commissioners was formerly created to remove the 

fire and police services from the influences of politics.  However, in 1988, when the s. 62.51, 

Wis. Stats., transferred appointment of the executive director of the Fire and Police Commission 

from the Board of Commissioners to the mayor, a petition was circulated requesting clarification 

that the executive director would continue to serve “under the direction of the FPC Board of 

Commission” as prescribed in the Milwaukee Code of Ordinances (MCO), Chapter 314 and 
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authorized by the language in the Wis. Stat. 62.50.  As a result, there have been reports that an 

informal agreement between the Mayor, the Common Council, and Fire and Police Commissions 

was reached establishing that although the executive director would now be appointed by the 

mayor,  he or she would continue to independently serve under the oversight and direction of the 

Board of FPC Commissioners for transparency and the best interest of the citizens of the City of 

Milwaukee.   

    

Testing of audit procedures concluded that a structural issues regarding the Commissioner’s lack 

of authority, oversight and direction over the FPC Executive Director and staff should be 

addressed to protect the City’s image, reputation and to establish public trust. 

 

Specifically, 

 The Board of Fire and Police Commissioners lacks authority, direction and oversight 

over the executive director and staff. 

 The FPC is not established as a department under the Milwaukee Code of Ordinances. 

 The Fire and Police Commissioners the Fire and Police Commission appear to function 

as two individual departments instead of one. 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Observation 1: The Council and the Mayor should collaborate to address structural issues 

regarding the Fire and Police Commissioner’s lack of authority and oversight over the 

executive director and staff.   

 

To eliminate the lack of authority, protect the City’s image, reputation and to reestablish public 

trust of citizens as well as to remediate the structural issues related to the Fire and Police 

Commission’s absence of authority, direction and oversight the Common Council should 

collaborate with the Mayor and together work to:   

 

Specifically 
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 Develop, implement and document a well-defined comprehensive agreement to ensure 

the FPC operates with unquestionable transparency, honesty and integrity and with regard 

for the best interest for citizens of the City of Milwaukee residents by:  

o Providing clear lines of authority over the activities of the executive director and staff 

to the Board of Fire and Police Commissioners as prescribed by s.314-5 of the 

Milwaukee Code of Ordinances which states “there is a created position of an 

executive director to comprise the role of executive secretary of the board.  Under the 

direction of the board, the executive director shall act as the principal staff of the 

board in exercising the board’s functions and powers...” 

 Collaborate to propose a change in the relevant portion of s. 62.50, Wis. Stats. making it 

clear that the Fire and Police Commission is the “administrator” over the executive 

director, staff, and department as a whole, and provides direction to and holds jurisdiction 

over the department. 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Appendix 1 



Department of Employee Relations 

 
 

JOB EVALUATION REPORT 

 
City Service Commission Meeting: July 17, 2018 
 
Fire & Police Commission 

Current Recommendation 

New Position Fire and Police Commission Risk Manager 
PR 2MX ($75,478 - $105,669) 
One Position 
FN:  Recruitment Flexibility anywhere in the Range with 
Approval by DER and Chair of Finance and Personnel 

New Position Fire and Police Commission Risk Auditor 
PR 2FX ($48,670 - $67,616) 
One Position 

Fire and Police Commission Investigator/Auditor 
PR 2HX ($54,865 - $76,806) 
One Position 

Fire and Police Commission Investigator/Auditor 
PR 2HX ($54,865 - $76,806) 
One Position Designated as Bilingual  

 
Background 
 
The Fire and Police Commission requested a classification study of two new positions included in the 2018 budget. In 
addition, one new position of Fire and Police Commission Investigator/Auditor was created in the budget and 
requested to be bilingual. Job descriptions were provided and discussions were held with La Keisha Butler, Fire and 
Police Commission Executive Director.   
 

Current New Position   

Recommended Fire and Police Commission Risk Manager PR 2MX ($75,478 - $105,669) 1 Position 

     
This new position in the Fire and Police Commission (FPC) will develop an external risk management plan for the 
Fire and Police Departments, and incorporate that plan into a greater city-wide risk management plan; detect, 
analyze and deter risk by identifying unusual trends and risk indicators in the departments’ processes and operations; 
create policies, procedures and control assessments in response to identified risks; evaluate the effectiveness of risk 
control measures; and provide training regarding risk management strategies and programs.  Duties and 
responsibilities include the following. 
  
20% Develop External Risk Management Plan - develop, implement and coordinate a risk management plan 

for the Fire and Police Departments  that will be incorporated into a city-wide risk management program; 
develop and implement systems to provide better reporting and management of information; and review and 
study industry best practices regarding risk management. 

 
20% Detect, Analyze and Deter Risk - work with the City Attorney’s Office to analyze and review claims and 

suits filed with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, the Equal Rights Division, and state and 
federal courts against Fire and Police Department employees to evaluate legal issues, assess risk, and 
prepare plans of action; analyze disciplinary actions (both appealed and not appealed), citizen complaints, 
personnel investigations conducted by the Fire and Police Departments, and claims filed with the City 
Attorney’s Office for trends; compile, analyze and report on statistical data queried from Fire and Police 
Department data storage mechanisms; detect and analyze department operational activities and processes 
to identify unusual trends and risk indicators; make recommendations to deter risk and improve desired 
goals; continuously review Fire and Police Department rules and standard operating procedures, internal 
audit practices, legal trends in Wisconsin and other states, and keep informed of other relevant trends that 
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will allow for proactive, rather than reactive, responses to risk; conduct research and analysis on issues that 
affect loss prevention and avoidance, risk assessment, and how to minimize the departments’ handling of 
and susceptibility to risk; and work with the Fire and Police Departments to identify opportunities to share 
data, resources, or educational materials to address risk concerns. 

 

20% Draft and Propose Policies, Procedures and Control Assessments - develop comprehensive policies, 
procedures and training programs to address department-specific operational risk concerns; work with a  
city-wide risk management program to develop a process for centralizing claims against the Police and Fire 
Departments; audit, monitor, and manage the Police Department Early Intervention Program and identify 
areas for improvement; develop recommendations for department heads and other managers and directors 
as needed; and develop long-term goals and strategies regarding risk management. 

 
10% Evaluate the Effectiveness of Risk Control Measures - work with the Fire and Police Commission 

Executive Director and the Fire and Police Commission Risk Auditor to continuously review and analyze the 
progress of long and short-term goals and strategies, policies and procedures. 

 
20% Provide Training regarding Risk Management Strategies and Programs - develop good working 

relationships with department officials to ensure successful program outcomes; serve as the primary contact 
with departments and Common Council committees regarding data analysis and reporting; provide guidance 
and direction to the Fire and Police Commission Executive Director and Fire and Police Departments, other 
department heads and City officials regarding areas of risk concern and recommend measures to reduce or 
eliminate risk; review, identify and coordinate training interventions to ensure compliance with program 
regulations and to address and respond to concerns; participate in public panel discussions, testify to the 
FPC Board, assist with general FPC business when needed and travel to conferences and events related to 
upholding the public's health, safety, welfare, and 21st Century policing. 

 
10% Direction and Oversight - direct and supervise activities of Fire and Police Commission Risk Auditor. 
 
Minimum requirements include a bachelor’s degree in risk management, finance, economics, business management, 
statistics, computer science or related field and four years of related experience including experience in data 
research, collection and analysis. Equivalent combinations of education and experience may be considered.  These 
requirements have not been assessed by the Staffing Division. 
 
To study this position, comparisons were made to other positions in the City with risk management responsibilities 
and/or high-level policy development responsibilities including the following.   
 

Assistant Chief of Police-Risk Mgmt. Bureau Police 4RX $103,841-$145,381 

Employee Benefits Director Employee Relations 1KX $85,757-$120,064 

Emergency Communications and Policy Director Fire and Police Commission 2NX $80,442-$112,627 

Worker’s Compensation & Safety Manager Employee Relations 1IX $75,478-$105,669 

Homeland Security Director Fire and Police Commission 1IX $75,478-$105,669 

Assistant City Attorney III City Attorney’s Office 2MX $75,478-$105,669 

Risk Management and Safety Officer Employee Relations 2JX $62,338-$87,270 

 
This position will supervise one position of Fire and Police Commission Risk Auditor and will have a more limited 
scope compared to the Assistant Chief of Police assigned to the Risk Management Bureau and the Employee 
Benefits Director.  More comparable positions are the Assistant City Attorney III in Pay Range 2MX ($75,478-
$105,669) and the Worker’s Compensation & Safety Manager in Pay Range 1IX ($75,478 - $105,669).  Both of these 
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positions work to reduce risk for the City and the Assistant City Attorney III also conducts research and utilizes 
analytical skills and risk management strategies, principles, and tools at a high level.  An Assistant City Attorney III is 
considered an intermediate level Attorney position with at least five years of experience, a specialized scope of work 
requiring in-depth knowledge of a subject area, and works independently and receives limited guidance.  We further 
recommend adding a footnote to allow recruitment anywhere in the pay range subject to approval by the Department 
of Employee Relations (DER) and the Chair of the Committee on Finance and Personnel due to difficulty in recruiting 
individuals for unique higher level positions including risk management. The requested title of “Fire and Police 
Commission Risk Manager” is descriptive of the work and reflects the level of the position.   
 
We therefore recommend this new position be classified as “Fire and Police Commission Risk Manager” in Pay 
Range 2MX ($75,478-$105,669) with recruitment flexibility for anywhere in the pay range with approval by DER and 
the Chair of the Committee on Finance and Personnel. 
  

Current New Position   

Recommended Fire and Police Commission Risk Auditor PR 2FX ($48,670 - $67,616) 1 Position 

     
This new position will assist the Fire and Police Commission Risk Manager in detecting, analyzing and deterring risk 
by identifying unusual trends and risk indicators in the Police and Fire Departments’ processes and operations; 
conduct extensive and in-depth research and analysis of various public safety risk management issues; draft policies, 
procedures and control assessments in response to identified risks; assist in evaluating the effectiveness of risk 
control measures; and assist with risk management strategies and training programs. 
 
40% Assist in Detecting, Analyzing and Deterring Risk - work with the City Attorney’s Office to analyze and 

review claims and suits filed with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, the Equal Rights 
Division, and state and federal courts against Fire and Police Department employees to evaluate legal 
issues, and assess risk; analyze disciplinary actions (both appealed and not appealed), citizen complaints, 
personnel investigations conducted by the Fire and Police Departments, and claims filed with the City 
Attorney for trends; compile, analyze and report on statistical data queried from Fire and Police Department 
data storage mechanisms; detect and analyze department operational activities and processes to identify 
unusual trends and risk indicators; make recommendations to FPC Risk Manager on how to deter risk and 
improve desired goals; continuously review Fire and Police Department rules and standard operating 
procedures, legal trends in Wisconsin and other states, and keep informed of other relevant trends that will 
allow for proactive, rather than reactive, responses to risk; conduct research and analysis on issues that 
affect loss prevention and avoidance, risk assessment, and how to minimize the departments’ handling of 
and susceptibility to risk; and alert the Fire and Police Commission Risk Manager to opportunities to share 
data, resources, or educational materials to address risk concerns. 

20% Assist in Drafting Policies, Procedures and Control Assessments - work with the Fire and Police 
Commission Risk Manager and a city-wide risk management program to develop a process for centralizing 
claims against the Police and Fire Departments; audit, monitor, and manage the Police Department Early 
Intervention Program and identify areas for improvement; draft recommendations for department heads and 
other managers and directors as needed; prepare analyses, summaries, and reports on short notice in 
response to critical events and issues and provide information for periodic reports.   

 
20% Assist in Evaluating the Effectiveness of Risk Control Measures - continuously review and analyze the 

progress of long and short-term goals and strategies, policies and procedures. 

 
15% Assist in Providing Training regarding Risk Management Strategies and Programs - develop good 

working relationships with department officials to ensure successful program outcomes; serve as the back-
up contact with departments and Common Council committees regarding data analysis and reporting; 
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provide guidance and direction to the Fire and Police Commission Executive Director and the Fire and 
Police Commission Risk Manager regarding areas of risk concern and recommend measures to reduce or 
eliminate risk; review, identify and coordinate training interventions to ensure compliance with program 
regulations; participate in public panel discussions, testify to the FPC Board, and travel to conferences and 
events related to upholding the public's health, safety, welfare, and 21st Century policing.  

5% Assist with Website - assist in maintaining and providing data for the FPC website in coordination with the 
City web master; and assist with general FPC business when needed. 

 
Minimum requirements include a bachelor’s degree in risk management, finance, economics, business management, 
statistics, computer science or related field and two years of related experience including experience in data 
research, collection and analysis; insurance claims adjusting: or related investigations.  Equivalent combinations of 
education and experience may be considered.  These requirements have not been assessed by the Staffing Division. 
 
To study this position, comparisons were made to several positions including the following:  
 

Contract Compliance Officer DOA-Office of Small Business Dev and 
DPW-Administrative Services 

2GX $51,469-$72,063 

Environmental Policy Analyst DPW-Operations-Forestry 2GX $51,469-$72,063 

Claims Adjuster Specialist Employee Relations 2FX $48,670-$67,616 

Research and Policy Analyst Fire and Police Commission 2FX $48,670-$67,616 

Equal Rights Specialist Common Council/City Clerk’s Office 2EX $48,670-$63,426 

 
The most comparable position is the Research and Policy Analyst in Pay Range 2FX ($48,670-$67,616) located in 
the Fire and Police Commission.  This position conducts extensive and in-depth research and analysis of various 
public safety issues and provides guidance and advice to the Fire and Police Commission Executive Director, the 
Board of Fire and Police Commissioners, and the Fire and Police Chiefs regarding findings and recommendations. 
The requested title of “Fire and Police Commission Risk Auditor” provides a good description of the work. 
 
We therefore recommend this new position be classified as “Fire and Police Commission Risk Auditor” in Pay Range 
2FX ($48,670-$67,616). 
  

Current Fire and Police Commission Investigator/Auditor PR 2HX ($54,865 - $76,806) 1 Position 

Recommended Fire and Police Commission Investigator/Auditor 
(Bilingual Designation in Positions Ordinance) 

PR 2HX ($54,865 - $76,806) 1 Position 

 
One new position of Fire and Police Commission Investigator/Auditor was approved in the 2018 budget with the 
directive that it be bilingual.  With this new position there will be a total of three Fire and Police Commission 
Investigator/Auditor positions.  These positions investigate complaints filed against members of the Police and Fire 
Departments arising from misconduct, including violation of department rules, policies and procedures.  They obtain 
and review documents; interview witnesses; collect, evaluate and analyze information from various sources; prepare 
investigative reports; and make recommendations to the Fire and Police Commission Executive Director.   
 
To designate one of the three positions of Fire and Police Commission Investigator/Auditor positions to be bilingual 
we recommend adding the bilingual designation to one of the positions in the Positions Ordinance.  To make the titles 
in the Positions Ordinance consistent with those in the Salary Ordinance we recommend that they be changed from 
“Investigator/Auditor” to “Fire and Police Commission Investigator/Auditor”.   
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Action Required – Effective Pay Period 1, 2018 (December 31, 2017) 
 
In the Salary Ordinance 
 
Under Pay Range 2FX:   
 Add the title of “Fire and Police Commission Risk Auditor”. 
 
Under Pay Range 2MX: 
 Add the title of “Fire and Police Commission Risk Manager (4)”. 

Add footnote “(4) Recruitment may be at any rate in the pay range with approval of DER and the Chair of 
the Committee on Finance and Personnel.” 
 

In the Positions Ordinance 
 
Under Fire and Police Commission: 
 
Delete three positions of “Investigator/Auditor” 
Add two positions of “Fire and Police Commission Investigator/Auditor” 
Add one position of “Fire and Police Commission Investigator/Auditor – Bilingual” 
 
Delete two positions of “Risk Management Specialist”. 
Add one position of “Fire and Police Commission Risk Management Manager” 
Add one position of “Fire and Police Commission Risk Management Auditor” 
 
 
 
Prepared by:   __________________________________________ 
          Sarah  Trotter, Human Resources Representative  
 
Reviewed by:  __________________________________________ 
          Andrea Knickerbocker, Human Resources Manager  
 
Reviewed by:  __________________________________________ 
          Maria Monteagudo, Employee Relations Director 



April I, 2020 

Ronda M. Kohlheim 
Inspector General 
Office of the City Clerk 

Fire and Police Commission 

Griselda Aldrete 
Executive Director 

Steven M. DeVougas 
Chair 

Nelson Soler 
Vice-Chair 

Ann Wilson 
Fred Crouther 
Angela McKenzie 
Everett Cocroft 
Raymond Robakowski 
Commissioners 

Re: Response to Milwaukee Fire and Police Commission Audit Findings and Rec 

Dear Inspector General Kohlheim: 

In this document, you will find the Milwaukee Fire and Police Commission 
Recommendations for the FPC Department. FPC would like to take this opp 
Relations Director for the City of Milwaukee's Department ofEmpl ee Relati 
for their assistance throughout this entire process. FPC would alsq thank 
and feedback provided regarding the departments' operations. The F 
6, 2020 and would like to offer the following responses to the recom 
observations regarding the process of this audit. 

dit 
ployee 

Attorney's Office 
��.,��•v• General, for the time 
the report presented on March 

· also making some

The intent of this response letter is to formally ackn 
where there are areas for growth and consistencx· d r 

endations the audit report presented; learn 
hy certain processes and procedures are in 

place. Below is a timeline of events in occurr 

December 3, 2019, the Inspecto 
asking for all emailed communicatio 
Manager, the then Staffi Services M 

December 9, 2019 
documented polic. 
Investigating and 
misconduc 
Agree 

cords request (ORR) to the Executive Director 
en the c ent Executive Director, the then Operations 
and the Risk Management Manager. 1 

9, the first meeting with FPC Executive Director, Inspector General, City Clerk, 
s Director, and Assistant City Attorney occurred_ The ORRs, audit scope parameters, 

the audit were discussed. Topics to be covered in the audit, and which topics would 
meline were also discussed. 

1 Please note the had not yet been notified of a plan by the Common Council to conduct an audit or review of the FPC
department. The• st time the request for an audit was made at the December 5, 2019 Steering and Rules Committee meeting in 
closed session where the Inspector General was present. File# 191309 
https ://mi lwaukee. legistar .com/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=4 267955&GUID=CCE2 lE54-989B-46A5-8D09-
EB4 E94DDA504&Options=&Search=. 
2 Given this request contained confidential personnel requests and the scope of the audit had not yet been formalized, the
Executive Director requested a meeting with the Employee Relations Director and Assistant City Attorney specializing in ORRs. 
This meeting occurred via phone conference on December 10, 2019. 
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Griselda Aldrete 
Executive Director 

Steven M. DeVougas 
Chair 

Nelson Soler 
Vice-Chair 

Ann Wilson 
Fred Crouther 
Angela McKenzie 
Everett Cocroft 
Raymond Robakowski 
Commissioners 

December 16, 20193 , the audit announcement letter was emailed to the Executive Director, Common 
Council President, Employee Relations Director, City Clerk and Assistant City Attorney by the Inspector 
General. 

December 18, 2019, the Inspector General sent an email to the Executive Director requesting all policies 
and procedures related to this audit prior to the Audit Entrance Conference m g scheduled for 
December 23, 2019. The Inspector General noted that this was not an O er a request r lated to the 
audit. Enclosed within this email was the agenda for the Audit Conference mee 

December 19, 2019, the Employee Relations Director replied to th 
comments, questions and concems.4 

December 20, 2019, the Inspector General sent an email o ating that in light of

concerns relating to the FPC audit, the scope of the audit w ange based on the review of the 

Inspector General. Enclosed within this email, additional re for FPC internal operating 
policies and procedures for the following: MoniJ, 1zen Complaints, Recruiting, 
Hiring and Testing Procedures & Processes, ain' ross-tra •FPC employees Procedures &
Processes, Policies, Procedures and Proc placin� ified candidates on the eligibility list and 
selecting an individual on the eligibili 

December 23, 2019, the Audit -- d. In attendance were FPC Executive Director, 
- I Inspector General, Employee Rela 1 1stant City Attorney. The agenda and the 

previously emailed comments by the e Relations Director were used as a guide to drive the 
conversation. All partie iewed the au ncement letter, discussed the timeline and noted the areas 
the audit scope wou ude. Since the it scope was to be focused on the FPC Testing and 
Recruiting and the tizen Complaints invesHgations, the Executive Director would facilitate meetings with 
staff directly relat o these areas, • hich included the Human Resources Representative, Human Resource
Analyst-Se 'ter, Commu ty Education Assistant, Risk Management Manager5 and the 
Invest' · · n complaints. After all of the staff members interviews were complete,
the I the Executive Director.

" 

9, the Inspector General sent emails to the following FPC staff members requesting a 
�ough epartmental Policies, Procedures and gain an understanding of staff day-to-day 

r Lti�ns: the tigator/Auditor, Risk Management Manager, Human Resources Representative, 
Resources Analyst-Senior, Recruiter and Community Education Assistant.6 

3 Appendix A: Audit Announcement Letter dated December 16, 2019. 
4 Appendix B: Audit Entrance Conference Agenda with comments from the Employee Relations Director. 
5 The Risk Management Manager managed the investigations unit from September 26, 2019 until January 3, 2020,
6 Appendix C: Schedule of meetings (dates) with the Inspector General with referenced staff. 
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January 15, 2020, the Inspector General emailed the Executive Director that to ensure the audit provided a 
clear understanding to all interested parties; the Inspector General would be expanding the audit slightly_ 
To make this determination, the Inspector General asked to meet with all staff, a deviation from the 
original audit scope letter and previous meetings. 7 

January 21, 2020, an invitation was sent to the Inspector General (accepted inv· e on January 24, 2020),
by the Executive Director, to attend the all staff meeting on January 27, 202 help ease concerns or 
questions by all staff. The Inspector General emailed on the day of the sta (Januaryl7, 2020)
that it was no longer feasible to attend the all staff meeting. 

February 24, 2020, the Executive Director was unable to meet wit 
scheduled. The meeting was re-scheduled for February 28, 2020. 
meeting was to gain an understanding of the Executive Dir or's rol ies, along with the 

ns ctor General would roles and responsibilities of staff, job titles and descripti dditiona 
share what this role meant for the City, the assessment oft dep t and any changes or decisions 
of the FPC structure. 

February 28, 2020, at the conclusion of this 
meeting, to discuss audit fmdings and recq , 

ere was up with an Exit Conference 
meeting, the Executive Director delivered on 

the request of the Inspector General ou g responsibilities, along with current FPC 
projects.9 

March 5, 2020, the Investigator. 
Inspector General with concerns with 

ted to en Complaint Investigations emailed the 
process' of the Citizen Complaints handled by the FPC. 

March 9, 2020, the a ��ij: Conferenc Id. In attendance was Common Council President, the 
City Clerk, Emplo 
questions were as 
discussed in this a 
understan 

Relations Director PC Executive Director. The draft audit report was discussed, 
and concerns were addressed. Some of the same concerns that are still 
g testing and recruitment processes, testing schedules and a lack of 

rocesses a ecommendations were covered in that meeting. To address these 
eed to make edits to the first draft audit report and the audit summary 

e audit summary was re-submitted on March 10, 2020.

7 Email from Insp, ctor General wanting the total number of approved FPC positions; for each position title, how many were
currently staffed, vacant, or staffed, but the employee was on a leave; and names (first and last), and titles for current staff. 
8 Note: the Inspector General has completed one-on-one intei-views/walk-throughs with ALL staff prior to this meeting to gain an
understanding of each FPC staff member roles and responsibilities. 
9 Appendix D: The Executive Director followed up with an email to the Inspector General on March 4, 2020 with an FPC
summary, which included; FPC staff roles and responsibilities, listing ofFPC commissioners and FPC summary of Commission 
meetings and active committees for 20 I 9 year up to the date of submission. 
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March 30, 2020, the Management Response letter was due to the Inspector General. Due to COVID-19 
emergency activities and having staff work remotely, the FPC Executive Director requested an extension to 
submit the response letter on April 1, 2020. The Steering and Rules committee scheduled for April 2, 2020

where this audit would be discussed was cancelled on March 27, 2020. The extension to submit the 
response by April 1, 2020 was granted. 

It is the opinion of the FPC that this timeline is of core importance in order to demons 
transparency, and diligence the FPC staff exhibited during the entirety of the audit p uestions re'\P.ain 
present, �s e�idenced in this Management Response letter, that there se_emed to be a lack . · onn an11,ansistent
commumcat10ns between the Inspector General, FPC staff and other City pe onnel. In add1t as no clear 
understanding by the FPC of the scope of the audit-leading to structural inc 
questions or recordings of the walk-throughs and staff interviews-to ensure 
Inspector General. The FPC Executive Director also has knowledge at FPC d 
CONFIDENTIAL were forwarded to the Inspector General by s� FPC em 
audit, without the authorization and knowledge of the management 
sent_ 10 

The FPC does not in any way discredit the value and 
respond to this audit report, the FPC wants to addr 
questions/concerns and in some instances, note 
and information was provided to the Inspecto 

Sincerely, 

??'·�"-"�-
Griselda Aldrete 
Executive Director 

a rt. However, in order to properly 
endations in this audit report raise 

pleted, given that proper documentation 
dation has been resolved. 

10 Email communications between FPC staff and the Inspector General were discovered after two staff resignations in late
February occurred as it related to CONFIDENTIAL testing information and candidate information; along with confidential 
memorandums and staff and departmental information. 
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Over the last two years, the FPC has endured leadership changes at the Executive Director level. In 
addition, staff vacancies have gone unfilled for long periods, prior to the current Executive Director 
beginning in this role in September 2019. At the start of the tenure as Executive Director, an assessment 
of departmental operations began which included one-on-one meetings with all · C staff to gain an 
understanding of all roles, responsibilities and gain departmental history. The,, utive Direc\or also 
began meeting with the FPC Operations Manager11 and FPC Commission Chair in to u · stand 
commission-meeting operations. 

Shortly after starting full-time, the Executive Director realized that m 
employee operations, job duties and responsibilities, and comwission o 
documented. While limited documentation existed in some af includin 
investigations, many employees operated via institutional know11�[e 
department, they began documenting their current pr 
began asking the Testing and Recruiting staff to d 
for the various Fire and Police Department ex 
necessary, since staff were previously assi�!r-- o 
affected cross-training, which in turn, affe ett'"eve 
Recruiting. 

The recruiting aspect of the FPC is very 

re 
create procedures and timelines 

ss-training among Testing staff was also 
r Fire testing; not both. Staff absences 

6ns as it related to Testing and 

o departments the FPC serves. Both the
Police and Fire Departments r on the FP d 9uality recruits who can successfully pass all parts of 

1physical examination, a background investigation, 
examination and dru screening. Currently, the FPC has one full-time 

the hiring process, which i 
psychological test, medic 
recruiter and two additio 
Executive Director task 
testing cycle in 
needs increa 
efforts. 

;v 

s who are assigned 25% recruiting responsibilities.12 The
e Recruitin unit to come up with a recruitment plan for the 2019-2020 

. This would serve as a guide for the Recruiting unit as the testing 
ire and Police Departments' recruitment units in their recruitment 

11 Please note thati'the FPC Operations Manager resigned on September 2, 2019 before the Executive Director joined the 
department full-time on September 10, 2019; the Executive Director began in a part-time capacity upon being sworn into the 
position on August 8, 2019. A ChiefofStaffwas hired to replace the Operations Manager position and assist with staff and 
departmental operations in November 2019. 
12 The Executive Director hired a Community Outreach Coordinator to help with community outreach and recruiting in 
November 2019--duties previously held by the Operations Manager. The temporary Community Education Assistant who had 
been with the FPC for almost four years was hired full-time as an under fill to help with testing and recruiting in March 2020. 
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The new as of March 9, 2020 Staffing Services Manager submitted a draft report to the Executive 
Director on March 24, 2020. A joint recruitment meeting with the Fire and Police Departments' 
recruitment units is forthcoming13 with a presentation of the joint plan at an upcoming Public Safety and 
Health Committee. 14 

I n addition to recruiting, the plan allows the FPC to be in-sync with the City's "active approach to 
workforce planning. In essence, the goal is to recruit candidates who see pos· ·n both the ire and 
Police Departments as life-long careers. Thus, the Recruiting unit plan has reten r those 
that the FPC recruits and those who work in either one of the two departments. FP ilizes a 
texting application, Text Carrier, to communicate with recruits and in d candid· t upcoming 
recruitment events, testing dates for both the Fire and Police Departme upda the FPC wants 
to provide to keep candidates informed and engaged. In addif to the ion, FPC also uses 
JobAps for email communication with potential candidates.i has fou mm icating via text and 
email are effective ways to retain candidates interested in wor · pubh ety and emergency
services� 

In addition to looking at the Testing and Recrui 
assessing staff vacancies to understand wher 
and Recruiting unit seemed to be a priori 
equal priority, was the hiring of an Inv 
Liberties Union (ACLU) settlement a 
one-year progress report of the settlement 
released the week of the Exec ·ve Director' 

ically monitor the American Civil 
c.iiFhjs hirin ecision was validated by the fact that the first

ent from the Crime and Justice Institute (CJI) had been
-time arrival to the FPC office. The report made

reference to the fact that a aeit<"'n'f.l>IP ction had hindered the FPC from making meaningful 
e in its' first year. A o of equal importance, was the appointment of the 
agement/Hopieland Security & Communications to help with the joint 

progress towards compli 
Director of Emergency 
citywide emergency la d assist in (e merging of the City of Milwaukee's Computer-aided Dispatch 

lice an · ire departments, which the FPC is tasked with overhauling. (CAD) systems 

d activities were suspended by both departments due to the COVID-19 pandemic. 
9, 2020 lie Safety & Health Committee, a resolution passed (File No. 191455) requesting the FPC to 

· ing activities for the Fire Department cadet program take place solely within the city of Milwaukee to increase
k e residents. The committee asked FPC for a full recruitment plan to be presented to this committee within

yet to be scheduled back at the Public Safety & Health Committee: 
hlt s://milwauke e istar.com/LeaislationDetail.as x?lD=4288545&GUID=FA822CF5-54BE-42CA-8EE9-984C793D66DF. 
15 The Executive Director hired a Human Resources Representative in October 2019 to aid in the testing unit; an
Investigator/Auditor in November 2019 specifically to focus on the compliance efforts for the ACLU Settlement Agreement with 
a re-classification of the job description and the title of Legal Compliance Coordinator is undergoing evaluation by the Civil 
Service Commission ( CSC) as of the date of submission of this report. The Director of Emergency Management/Homeland 
Security & Communications is a cabinet level position nominated by the Mayor; a candidate was successfully nominated and 
confirmed in November 5, 2019. 
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Operationally, staff meetings were something that had been lacking in the department for months and 
many employees expressed a desire to have a time each week to see one another given that the FPC 
offices are not cohesive; the FPC offices are divided into three separate offices, on two floors of City 
Hall. The Executive Director instituted mandatory weekly staff meetings and presented work rules to the 
department outlining employee expectations beginning on September 26, 2019. 

examination com onents com I with hirin 

It is unclear what this recommendation is trying to address. 
" 

The audit report infers that the vendor scoring methodo ' for test e ; ination may not 
ng to? If there are in fact 

inations, FPC would 
referred to in the audit 

comply with City rules. Which City rules is the Inspector G ral refi 
City rules or regulations that FPC should be adhering to scori 
welcome the information because the FPC is unable· 
report. 

prerequisites to continue in the proce 
periodic reviews of scoring methodolp 
being administered, whether for the Poli 
examination. There are various scoring solu 
and validity factors. And joi ith the vend 
test being administered. mately, the vendor(s 
proprietary reasons. 

ferencing. What are the City's 
is a it report? The FPC staff does not do 

endor. Depending on the examination 
epart • nt, the vendor is responsible for scoring the 
at may be presented based on item analysis, reliability 

FPC to determines the best scoring solution for the 
wns the examination materials and scoring due to 
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NOTI<:: the audit process did not include interviews by the Inspector General with the vendors16 the FPC 
uses to develop and administer examinations17 for each department. A more accurate understanding of the 
steps involved in developing, administering and scoring a test may result in a different recommendation 
or no recommendation atall. For example, EBJacobs, renamed as PSI, has been a vendor for the City of 
Milwaukee since 1997. They design the examination processes and administer Police related 
examinations since the United States Department of Justice (DOJ) performed ssessment of the 
Milwaukee Police Department (MPD) and the FPC18 in 2015. 

The audit report suggests that the examination processes are not documented. A con 
vendors would have helped clarify this. Many of the examination co ts are in 
confidential information. However, information about the exam proces 
preparation guide is available for every exam administered. 

For every example job posting, which the FPC Commission a 
contains the information that is required by the rules 
the minimum requirements, other knowledge, skill 
each, reading materials and candidate prep guid 

The City of Milwaukee entered into a con 
administer and revamp the Fire Depa 

·me there is an exam,
is a description of the job,

e components and weights of 

nizational Solutions (IOS) in 2008 to 
newed in 2017.20 As evidenced by the 

IOS contract, they use the NationalF 
administering the exams. The NFSI is a s 

�ction I ntory (NFSI) when developing and 

based on the results of a Job lysis condu 
ensure all applicable stand , regulations 
is up for renewal and rev· in June 2020.21 

1[ 

used around the country and the exam was customized 
. the City. FPC staff and the vendor work closely to 

ered to in preparing the eligible lists. The contract 

The EBJacobs, now PSI, 
other test comp 

" forcement Aptitude Battery (LEAB) for the written test and that 
dministered based on the results of the Job Analysis and in 

I, to conduct Police examinations (since 1997) and Industrial /Organizational Solutions (IOS) for 
08). 

h 9, 2020, this was discussed. Present were the Inspector General, City Clerk, Common 
ployee Relations and the FPC Executive Director. The Inspector General stated "the audit was 

of the F he vendor(s e FPC works with". 
18 "This was in response to a request by then MPD Chief Flynn for the department to participate in the US DOJ Collaborative
Reform Initiative in order to provide an avenue to strengthen and build the mutual trust between the MPD and the communities 
they serve. While due to decisions made in the US DOJ no final assessment report is likely to ever be produced from this 
process, a drnft version ofth� report was m1Hle publir": 
https://graphics.jsonline.com/jsi news/documents/doj draftmpdrepmt.pdf. Taken from the Milwaukee Collaborative Reform 
Initiative Community Feedback Portal: https://citv.milwaukee.gov/mkecr. 
19 FPC Rules: https://citv.milwaukee.gov/ImageLibrarv/Groups/citvFPC/RulesiFPCRules.pdf.
20 Appendix E: IOS Contract. The Department of Employee Relations (DER) entered into this contract when FPC was housed
inside DER; FPC separated into its own separate City department in 2012. 
21 See Appendix E. 
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accordance with all applicable regulations, including the uniform Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission (EEOC) guidelines on Employee Selection Procedures.22 This contract is up for renewal in 
2020, upon completion of the Police promotional examinations for Detective, Lieutenant and Sergeant 
roles. Both PSI and IOS are considered subject matter expert companies in these fields. EBJacobs, now 
PSI, contract23 was renewed in January 2020. IOS Contract is up for review in June, 2020.24 FPC will 
engage the Legislative Research Bureau (LRB) to help with research on nation 'esting vendors to ensure 
best practices and qualified vendors are considered for future FPC testing. .,, 

There is also a recommendation that makes reference to how documentation for pre t medical 
determinations should be completed. The protocols in place have bee by the Ci 
Concentra, for years. FPC does not believe there are deficiencies that h · entifi suggesting that
the documentation of the pre-employment medical determinaf ns have or modified. The 
FPC staff should not be put in a position to second guess or l find ng as to whether a
candidate is medica,lly cleared or not for duty. 

FPC believes this overall recommendation require 
timing of when the testing process performs the 
were changes made under a previous FPC E�t t 
was made and more importantly why.25 'fllfS'1a c
addressed. 

background. The change in the 
ological and drug exams are performed 
he audit fails to identify when this change 

!-"is important finding that should be 

ation is necessary to understand what this Implementation Timeline: More clarity an 
recommendation is trying to a omplish an 
vendor contracts will be re · · 2020 and 
with scoring metrics can 

mend to the FPC Department. However, both of the 
ussion about testing processes and timing, along 

'Plementation date is December 31, 2020 

ical evaluations and dru 

dit report is suggesting with this recommendation. An appeal of a medical 
for meet a medical standard is not appropriate, as stated in FPC Rule VIII 

'kwhat t audit report is referring to is a peer7to-peer review of the psychological 
i' it should be noted as that. 

22 Appendix F: City of Milwaukee's Testing and Selection Process Guide, August 11, 2010.
23 Appendix G: EB Jacobs, now PSI, Contract Extension. 
24 See Appendix E.
25 Current FPC staff found this process dates back to 201 7. 
26 FPC Rules: https:/ /citv .milwaukee.gov/fmageLibrary/Groups/cityFPC/Ru lcs/FPCRules. pdf
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The medical and background examinations were administered in an inconsistent order in the FPC testing 
processes dating as far back as 2017. There were ho specific timelines in place, but since this discovery, 
earlier this year (2020), the FPC has ensured that the correct timeline of testing processes along with 
testing timelines organized by the Testing and Recruiting unit were created in January, 2020. These
testing timelines were provided to the Inspector General on January 3, 2020.27 

Within this recommendation, there is a suggestion to utilize a healthcare pro� al for pre-eqiployment 
screenings. This seems to imply that the FPC is not doing so currently. That is no urate.28 ·s 
recommendation also indicates that the medical examination has to be job related a s to 
imply that the FPC is not doing that currently. That is not accurate.29 edical inq ed by the 
current provider in administering pre-employment medical examinatio · tent American
Disabilities Act (ADA) requirements. Findings that imply the C is no required standards 
under the ADA are not accurate.30 

This aspect of the testing process will be given a hi!Y1 
Staffing Services Manager has an extensive record 
Milwaukee since 2010. The Staffing Services 
Testing and Recruiting units, identifies and si 
testing and recruitment efforts for both th o'liee a 

Services Manager.31 The 
resources for the City of 

overall strategy and direction of the 
and en es the FPC has continued success in its 

Dep�ents. 

Implementation Timeline: Appendix I oft 
satisfy this recommendation. T, FPC consi 

t which includes the 2020 testing time lines should 
is recommendation closed 

rocesses. 

ndardized and uniform, the FPC developed timelines in January, 
ing to complete the recruitment plan. 

omme discusses the background check process. The MPD completes all of the 
s for . the Police and Fire candidates. The background check completion process is 

defined by testing priorities. Consequently, setting a firm completion timeline and 
h iµdividual background check is not feasible. 

27 Appendix H: FPC Internal Testing Timelines. 
28 Appendix I: Contract with Concentra regarding health and drug screenings. 
29 See Appendix l. 
30 See Appendix I. 
31 Previous Staffing Services Manager was terminated from the FPC in November 2019. The new FPC Staffing Services 
Manager began on March 9, 2020. 
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Background checks can and do vary from person-to-person based on the discoveries found by the MPD. 
FPC does however work closely with the MPD to monitor and ensure the background checks are 
completed by the deadlines indicated by the testing timelines and schedules so that the hiring process 
moves forward. FPC has tweaked the process to accommodate the testing and hiring needs of the City's 
public safety and emergency services. 

Since the Milwaukee Fire Department (MFD) background checks are not as exte 
enforcement officers, the FPC does communicate to MPD the date by which the ap 
need to be completed. This keeps the exam process on schedule. 

As of January, 2020, FPC has developed testing timelines for 
for promotional exams for Police Detective, Lieutenant and, 
to work backwards so that the timing of each step in the hiring 
finish. The goal is for the FPC to develop testing tim 
meets the staffing needs of both departments and th 

er, Fire Cadet and 
allow the FPC staff 

Promotional examinations for Police Detecti .e, er eant are being handled by outside 
vendor EBJacobs, now PSI.32 The Fire pr ·· · · nal ere handled by outside vendor IOS in 
August of 2019. Promotional examin · oth de require the use of outside assessors, also 
known as subject matter experts, and sesso avoid any impropriety or favoritism and to 
maintain the integrity of the examination This is ·a common practice in public safety testing 
across the country. 

On page 14 of this audit r 
promotional examinatio 
external raters ( assessors 
are.33 

ort, a recommendati is made as to the need to use external raters for 
clear why this is a finding. This recommendation implies that 
en conducting promotional examinations, when they in fact 

: More clarity and information is necessary to understand what this 
to accomplish. However, the FPC Testing and Recruiting units will create 

ll testing examinations by September 30, 2020. 

32 Due to COVID-19 and the global health pandemic, the FPC made the decision to postpone the promotional examination for 
Detective on March 27, 2020 for exams that were to begin March 30, 2020. PSI and external assessors would not be able to fly 
into Milwaukee to administer the exams due to the travel ban. FPC continues to monitor the developments due to COVID-19 and 
will re-schedule exams as readily possible . 

. 
33 Appendix J: EBJacobs, now PSI, reviewed and approved internal Testing Timelines. 
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Recommendation #4- Streamline recruiting, testing and hiring activities to ensure a strong, 
effective and efficient process. 

The FPC Executive Director meets weekly with all the FPC units, including the Testing and Recruiting 
units. In addition, the Executive Director meets bi-weekly with both the Fire and Police Departments to 
discuss their staffing and recruitment needs on an on-going basis. The Recruiti unit meets regularly 
with both Fire and Police Department Recruiters to ensure strategies are coo d and cohe ive to the 
needs of the departments. While these processes can be fluid, the FPC remains d . ted to d ering the 
essential testing needed for public safety and emergency service providers, on time 
required. 

The FPC Recruiting unit is working with the MPD and MFD r up with a 
formalized and consistent recruitment plan. FPC regularly s high sc s, col eges and career fairs 

to communicate with the 
nds out emails and text 

rks with the Fire Department 
Tl'Wc.,,. ... ·ous positions within the Fire Department

within the City of Milwaukee. FPC also provides candidates nu 
. department ( email, phone, text, and fax). The FPC R 
messages to maintain engagement with all potenti 
Recruiting team to attend candidate preparation 
and regularly atte°:d events t?gether in order,. e
FPC also works with the Pohce Departm 'Silew 
community events as a team, with both ts, al 
the various agencies on site to answe $ for p 
make these professions a career. 

. Implementation Timeline 
completed in Recommen 
are completed this shoul 

message and engage potential employees.
ularly attending events. Attending

PC to touch more candidates and have
tial new candidates who are looking to 

B. Citizen Complaint Investigations Controls

g to formalize Investigation procedures as the department prepares to bring 
rs.35 Currently, with one active Investigator/ Auditor on staff solely focused on 

t inves 1gations, the process and procedures for complaint investigations are well-
those investigations are executed in a timely, thorough, and professional manner. 

34 FPC currently utilizes a texting application, Text Carrier, used to communicate with potential recruits and interested candidates 
about upcoming recruitment events, testing dates for both the Fire and Police Departments and any updates the FPC wants to 
provide to keep candidates informed. In addition to the texting application, FPC also uses JobAps for email communication with 
candidates. Both methods of communication seems to be effective in retaining candidates interested in working in public safety 
and emergency services. 
35 The FPC currently has two Investigator/Auditor vacancies. 
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Looking forward, the FPC will build off the current Investigator/Auditor's expertise, experience, and 
realized best practices to develop internal policies that can be taught to and replicated by new 
investigative hires. Additionally, as part of the FPC's continued effort to bring transparency to the 
department, existing successful processes and.complaint tracking procedures are being standardized and 
centralized to the benefit of complaint process consistency and integrity. Beyo bringing much needed 
formalization to the investigations process, these steps also make complaint · ance effort
accessible to CJI as they monitor the FPC's progress towards meeting the obliga of the A 
Settlement Agreement. 

When the FPC Investigator/ Auditor receives a complaint, the complain 
or email by the Investigator/Auditor and documented in a Mas. r Track 
memorialized in a formal disposition letter from the Executi�l. irector a 
findings are discussed with the Investigator/Auditor.36 Master logs a 
complaint, documenting the steps taken in the invest' · · he 
members make statements in relation to the comp! 

Currently, the FPC mostly handles citizen co 

ledge. either via phone 
esolutions are 

gh review of the 
otes are also kept for each 
d how department 

It should be noted that the audit report is �o . ma�es reference to the fact that citizen
complaints against an MFD employe l ·· �sttgat y the Frre Department, whether they are 
received by the MFD directly or the FPC, e only investigated by the FPC when the complainant is 
unsatisfied with the outcome. e FPC bega tings with the MFD on November 19, 2019 to discuss 
having all citizen complai1qt1i�tH!l]ll.ersonnel inv tions received internally or externally by MFD be 
forwarded and investigat by the FPC. Immedi ely following this meeting, MFD provided FPC with its 
investigation algorithm umenting th�1process they follow when investigating complaints.38 

,! 

dential_Jternal memo was created and presented by one of the 
anagement Manager outlining the MFD complaint process. MFD 

this conversation to begin funneling all investigations to the FPC after the 

36 Prior to Septem er 2019, disposition letters were never sent out to those submitting a complaint to let them know the results of 
their investigation and the closing of the investigation by the FPC Investigator/Auditor. This is a new practice. 
37 Prior to September 2019, a master case log was never kept by FPC Investigator/ Auditors that documented detailed notes of
each complaint process. This is a new practice. 
38 The MFD investigation algorithm was created by the MFD to ensure proper process as outlined in FPC and MFD Rules, the 
MFD's Code of Conduct, in accordance with the CBA between the City and L215, and per advice from the City Attorney's 
office. This CONFIDENTIAL document was shared with the FPC by the MFD. 
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Recommendation #5 - Develop, implement and document comprehensive, well-defined policies and 
procedures governing citizen complaint investigations. 

The Inspector General's review raised a lengthy list of concerns in relation to Recommendation #5. In an 
attempt to foster greater understanding of existing procedures and plans to address these 
recommendations, the following section is bulleted in the same order as the rep so each concern could 
be addressed directly. 

• Complaint processes and policies are memorialized in FPC Rule XV and F
Intake Investigation Guidelines (Intake Guidelines) reference
the FPC Board created a Rules Subcommittee to address chan
rules.40 Since all changes need to come from and be a
Subcommittee is a newly designed forum to addres
recommend to the Subcommittee, because of an ongoi
Investigator/ Auditor and the FPC Risk Audit
the FPC will recommend changes require
and guidelines more closely with the
FPC staff welcomes the opportunity!_o p
unilaterally change FPC Rules or,,�f'd�line
Board. Hence, the creation oft . ' ule ubco
and operations of the FPC

• laints is a persistent source of confusion in this audit 
report. The distinc · . itionally, is formative or meaningful than it first appears. The 

unit investigates all p' ausible complaints thoroughly and professionally. The 
formal and · formal is largely based on the speed that a complaint can be 
ber of peo e that need to be involved to complete the investigation.42 For 

t is g a hard time obtaining an accident report, the 
the related Police district and request the report. In the event that 

en receives the report, this complaint could be closed and it would be 

e.gov/lma0eLibn ·/Grou s/citvFPCiRules/FPCRules. df.
6, 2020 ular FPC meeting, a resolution passed (File No. FPC20044) to create the FPC Ethical Rules and 
r Commissioners to be sent to the newly created FPC Rules Subcommittee which operates under the Research 

discussion and community input: 
·tar.com/Meetin Detail.as x?ID=747318&GUID=9B0DSC42-0E2E-4392-ABE 1-

Opticms=info&Search:,. 
41 The FPC has met with the City Attorney's office to review the Intake Guidelines. An email dated January 8, 2020 to the
Executive Director from the Risk Management Manager, summarizes the meeling the FPC Risk Management Manager along 
with the two Investigator/Auditors had with the City Attorney's office regarding this issue. A follow-up meeting will be 
scheduled when the COVID-19 stay at home order is lifted for the State of Wisconsin. 
42 A detailed email was sent from the FPC Investigator/Auditor to the Jnspector General dated January 16, 2020 outlining the 
difference between a formal versus informal complaints. 
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considered informal. Even so, the Investigator/Auditor thoroughly addressed the issue and the 
complainant gained the outcome they were seeking. Applying the informal label to the 
investigation seems to create a false narrative that that investigation was somehow "less than" or 
the outcome was more baseline than would have occurred if a formal label was applied. This 
simply is not true. As training materials are compiled for the Investigator/Auditor positions, a 
clear, objective list of criteria for complaint designations will be includ , , if possible. 
Alternatively, because the Intake Guidelines (from which this distirn;; · drawn) ar under the 
purview of the FPC Board, recommending an elimination of this largely · ary dis · tion is 
also an option. 

As the internal process of formalization goes on, the Investiga 
being examined and standardized to bring uniformity future t 

' trai g binder is 
inder exists 

arch 2 19, no formal on 
soned 

because, at the time of the current Investigator/ Audi 
boarding or training was received from the FPC depa 
Investigator/Auditor. The Investigator/Audit ' 
Rules, observation, and realized best pracf 
supplemented or updated as new tactic 
to standardize this binder so that new v 
training as well as person-to-pers ·!��nin 

oc , informed by the FPC 
engthy reference binder that is 

investigation produce results. The goal is 
· ors hires will have the support of written

There are currently two Inves 
complaints and the other to the m 
Rules. Thus, the proc s ofassignin 

g at the FPC; one dedicated to citizen 
g of the CLU Settlement Agreement and FPC 
pl�ints to a specific Investigator/ Auditor is 

obvious. Moving -,as the FPC ore Investigator/ Auditors this assignment of 
complaints proce 
way for a "one s 
account as additi 

mg caseload and experience. There is no responsible 
fits all" appr

_f ach
. 
at pre

.
sent, but this recommendation will be taken into 

l Investigatc_t/ Auditors are hired, get up to speed with departmental
· dividu •�ed work.44 

43 A detailed hard-copy binder with the Master Case log, forms, Citizen Complaint Checklist, samples of redacted complaints 
both formal and informal, was prepared and submitted to the Inspector General by the Investigator/Auditor on January 21, 2020. 
44 Ibid. 
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• The Citizen Complaint Checklist asks objective, fact based questions related to complaint
tracking, the report, CAD, and complaint numbers, dates of opening, completion, and
management review, names of members subject to the complaint and any witnesses, and the
disposition. The checklist is maintained in the Investigator/Auditor's individual network folder
created for each investigation. They are accessible to the Executive Director and FPC
Investigations unit at any time. The purpose of the checklist is to track ·e progress of complaint

• 

investigations, as indicated by the character of the questions it conta·
Investigator/Auditor is filling these out at the moment and is well aware
because they are simple and helpful to the investigations process. The pro
checklists and an example is included in the previously refere aining b ·
Investigator/ Auditors.

While the Intake Investigations Process is documen 
require an update and a review to ensure best practice 
to ensure the public continues to be served pr 
Investigations unit. Alteration of these gu·, 
the purview of the FPC Board and the 
Executive Director has tasked key F� 
area.45 These recommendations w· !1�l)pe 
Rules Subcommittee. 

01 e mes, these guidelines 
This is the responsible way 

rom y by the FPC's 
uses of FPC Rule XV, is under 

FPC Rules Subcommittee. The 
in recommendations specifically in this 

eived and acted upon by the FPC 

• The Citizen Complaint Checklist, 
was delivered to the E cutive Direc 

ed prevfously, includes entry areas for the date the file 
e ,pate it was reviewed by the Executive Director, and 

• 

the date the dispos·;·1 ,..· ffl"'Jilltt 

The Intake Guid 
which, the FPC 
MFD.46 

es, specific : ly page 9 and 10, explain the situations when, and the process by 
stigator/ Au; itor reviews complaint investigations completed by MPD or 

hen th mplainant is unsatisfied with the initial result and requests FPC 
g 1tizen complaint investigations is part of the ACLU Settlement 

s have been crafted to carry out this review, and access to the source material, 
ffairs Division (IAD) complaint files, has been arranged with MPD and the 

tthe IAD facility. 

45 Staff tasked with providing on-going recommendations for the FPC Board to review within the FPC Rules Subcommittee are
those who deal the closest with FPC Rules. Staff include but are not limited to: Staffing Services Manager, Human Resources 
Representative, Investigator/ Auditors, Risk Management Manager, Risk Auditor, Paralegal and the Chief of Staff. 
46 FPC Rules: https://citv.milwaukec.gov/ImageLibrary/Groups/cityFPC/Rules/FPCRulcs.pdf:
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Prior to the resignation of the Research and Policy Analyst,47 the Executive Director tasked the 
Research and Policy Analyst with compiling and reviewing complaint data, which was then 
grouped and examined on the basis of geography, race, gender, and other factors that described 
both the complainant and the member subject to the complaint. This process involved running 
reports from the Administrative Investigations Management (AIM) system and analyzing FPC 
complaint files to provide additional clarity when needed. This task wi "be maintained within the 
FPC when a replacement is hired for that position. In the meantime,,,t e source aterial is 
documented and tracked. Providing additional guidance, the previous R ch and P ·cy 
Analyst created skeleton structures or templates for many of the reports the 

· 
onsible for 

producing, including the annual FPC Citizen Complaint Repo 

FPC's Investigator/Auditor is in constant contact with omplain or email, 
throughout the complaint process. This is a matter 0 viding se ice to the community 

d of time to complete; 
alizing this is also part of 

e is to impart to new hires what 
actice - that regular contact with 

and is especially important when investigations take an nded 
which can occur from time to time for a varie 
the ongoing effort to train incoming Inves · 
the current Investigator/ Auditor has r 
complainants is not only expected, �)J, 
more complete from an Investiga "y"'.A_,idit 

. 11 �ocess better for complainants and 

• As staffing needs are met, m
recommendation is very much in
more Investigator/Au · rs are hire

,pmpla nvestigation review are a priority. This 
· h the direction that the department is hoping to move as

e FPC and there are, literally, more "eyes" available.

• tters are sent to com ainants after the completion of the investigation and an 
ith the Investigator/ Auditor, more could be done to document the 

uditor is currently in constant contact with complainants 
,nv·ps:T,.<=tion, but this recommendation will help to inform the training 

igator/Auditor prioritizes transparency and complainant knowledge of the 
tigations, the disposition letter for investigations only directs concerns or 

C office and the Investigator/Auditor. The 30-day explanation for 
· deration will be included moving forward.

complaints submitted to the FPC are received in-person, by phone, or by email. As a 
result, the Inv tigator/ Auditor is able to acknowledge receipt contemporaneous to it. Moving forward, a 
standardized communication could be created to memorialize this event and could be stored in the 
network folders created for each individual complainant. 

47 The Research and Policy Analyst resigned on February 24, 2020.
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The previous Research and Policy Analyst created steps for AIM access, entry, and usage in 
August 2019 .. This document will be included in the Investigator/ Auditor Training Manual.48 

Filing guidelines are dictated by the FPC Rules and related Intake Guidelines, which are altered 
or expanded by FPC Board action. The intention is to recommend gre r detail throughout the 
FPC Rules and point to specific areas in need of improvement based -to-day 
operations. This recommendation is well taken and will be an area of re endatio · ocus. 

FPC forms are subject to FPC Board approval. Forms labele 
included in the FPC Rules Subcommittee recommendations. 

af 

The Citizen Complaint Checklist, coupled with Inves'��itor/Aud 
disposition letters, provide a detailed documentation of c laint 

Minor Misconduct is defined on page 2 of 
allegations is determined on a case-by- · basis 
circumstances in which the alleged S!?. u 
in the upcoming training manual . "!fitves 

Severity of misconduct 
acknowledgment of the totality of the 
reater guidance can be reduced to writing 

, but it should be acknowledged that 
el of thorough investigation that the 

not be hemmed in or reduced to rigid, 
there is no easy, universal defi 
community deserves, this inq 
formulaic determination. The ent 
severity ofan incident · determined. 

ss wourd suffer from placing restrictions on how the 

involving allega 
time. The curre 
specific 
eval 

plates exist for com aints rejected on an objective basis, such as those 
s against other agencies (i.e. not MPD or MFD) or filed too remotely in 
·sposition lefer explains the reason(s) why a conclusion was reached about a

'e decision is not to pursue the complaint based on a substantive 
These letters are written by the Investigator/ Auditor and reviewed 

e Director, along with a review of the investigatory file. While the disposition 
a template that is then filled in with case-specific details, a true form letter or 
1 elow the standard expected of FPC investigations disposed of on their 

ach c lainant experience is different and each circumstance is unique. Simply 
out generic form letters, absent specificity about the individual circumstances of closed 
'nts, would be wholly disrespectful of the complainant's concerns. 

48 In an email dated January 9, 2020, the Executive Director emailed the Chief of Police and command staff a summary of MPD 
database access needs for the FPC. The permissions were outdated. The Executive Director asked that permissions be removed 
for employees no longer with the FPC to protect sensitive and confidential information contained in these databases. 
49 FPC Rules: https://city.milwaukce.govilmageLibrary/Groups/cityFPC/Rules/FPCRules.pdf'. 
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• Formal documentation of this process is forthcoming in the Investigator/Auditor Training
Manual. FPC staff must start from the beginning on such a document because previous
Investigations unit members did not document their processes fully. The FPC is evaluating
needed suggestions to the FPC Rules Subcommittee related to complaint procedures and
discussing realized best practices of the current Investigator/Auditor. Additionally, while existing
guidance may be outdated, it is worth noting that it does exist and is be· built upon to ensure
better service provision.

Implementation Timeline: An Investigator/Auditor Training Manual 
completed by November 30, 2020. The goal is to a have a comprehens 
enforc.ed by the FPC investigations procedures. The FPC will · lso revie 
currently established Investigator/Auditor procedures by De er 31, 

Recommendation #6 - Identi 
o anizations to disseminate information

complaint.

To date, community hours and other 
locations or locations that have a pre-exis 
Milwaukee. Because FPC an these organi 
Understanding (MOU) has . required to 
However, in the event th 
City umbrella, the FPC 
disseminated to the cone 

i engagement responsibilities, the department has significantly 
sting and potential community partners based on the type of organization they 
, and the reasons why the FPC should engage them. 50

50 Appendix K: FPC Community Partners List. 
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Please note, MOU's and Letter of Understanding (LOU) are not universally legally binding documents. 
That contractual status is determined in the absence of other documentation and in the event that a legally 
binding relationship was the intent of the parties. MOU's, in most cases, are specifically intended to 
memorialize an agreement and understanding about the interaction and roles of the two signing parties 
without creating a legally enforceable obligation. In the event that they were legally binding documents, 
as the Inspector General's opening paragraph to this section suggests the City , orney would be the 
appropriate party to honor this contract drafting recommendation as the City · waukee's l gal 
representation. 

• Please see above status of MOU' s status and approach.

• This recommendation suggests that Milwaukee Public
should be trained or instructed on the complaints pr
accept complaints as Investigator/ Auditors. This wou
and an unacceptable delegation of responsibi

I. Supplied with complaint forms and
and Hmong).

2. Provided with an overview of
3. Supplied with the contact

questions, concerns, or r

''district stations 
e pr red to essentially 

ereliction of the duty of FPC 
tions are: 

•igreement and the role they play in it.
uditors and encouraged to call with any 

a. A more detailed
e sup s. 

on of th� ACLU Settlement Agreement and the role the 
compliance was pushed out by the Communications 

These same steps are sc 
role these communi pa 

as the materials were being delivered to branches. 

led to occur-on a quarterly basis and can occur more often if needed. The 
rs play is in,�roviding access to the complaint process, not carrying out the 

tor/Au�ftor is responsible for the intake interview because it forms the 
t :•;• virresponsible to deputize what would amount to hundreds of people 

uditors when they are not and cannot be expected to carry out the investigatory 

Co ajor concern for the FPC given the sensitivity of some complaints and in 
plainant's wishes. The FPC will not encourage non-FPC employees to start 

king sensitive, identifying information about complainants. Community organizations 
plaint forms and brochures are supplied with contact information for the 

Investigator/ ditors and instructed to call with any concerns. A direct Citizen to Investigator/ Auditor 
relationship is far preferable to adding yet another set of hands for complainant concerns to pass through. 
Creating more layers through which a complainant has to navigate to file and resolve a complaint would 
discourage community engagement with the complaint process and degrade the quality and completeness 
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of investigations by increasing the likelihood that important details, communicated secondhand, would be 
inaccurate. 

FPC has regular and ongoing contact with MPL and district stations to ensure that the complaint materials 
are available to citizens. Points of contact at each location are logged in a tracking sheet, those points of 
contact are supplied with information necessary to contact the FPC if questions r concerns arise, and 
each is scheduled to be revisited, in person, on a quarterly basis. 

Implementation Timeline: The FPC will consult with the City Attorne 
or LOU template. To be completed by November 30, 2020. 

C. Rules of the Board of e Guidelines 

The ACLU Settlement Agreement is an aspect 
towards compliance was delayed due to lead 
this slow start, the FPC has increased ace 
mandated stop data for the first time, w 
Settlement Agreement, worked with 
Community Oriented Policing, and crafte 
properly track and memoriali audit progres 
February 6, 2020 and it is .under FPC 

'ii 

;!, 

,e'fl:lticms and responsibilities where progress 
hanges over the last two years. Despite 
'"es, published three quarters of 

e policies to align with the ACLU 
otional testing to include knowledge of 

sive audi planning documents and other materials to 
results. The FPC ACLU Subcommittee was created on 

aints and Discipline Committee.51 

and the American Civil Liberties Union in 
the case Colli: ilwaukee et al. 

,,, 

erenced, the FPC Board recently created a FPC Rules Subcommittee under the 
esearc ittee to address updating the FPC Rules of the Board. A priority of that 

·s to bn the rules into greater alignment with the ACLU Settlement Agreement.
,l

' 

51 At the January 9, 2020 regular FPC meeting, a communication file (File No. FPC20006) was discussed to create the FPC
ACLU Subcommittee at the next FPC meeting, for the duration of the ACLU Settlement Agreement, to address deadlines, public 
concerns and status updates. https://milwaukee.legistar.com!MeetingDetail.aspx?ID0�747318&GUID=9B0D5C42-0E2E-4392-
ABE l-D462CB l 79DFC&Options=info&Search=. 
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• For example, the FPC Board Rules do not reference the need to have complaints
notarized while the Intake Guidelines do make this statement. This type of discrepancy
creates confusion and can lead to complainant misunderstanding. In an effort to continue
providing quality service to the community, this update is one of the initial
recommendations for clarification by the committee.

The FPC Investigator/Auditor does track the number of complaints fi ual 
members and is aware of the need to monitor threshold levels for reporti f 
Police. The Investigator/ Auditor, being the sole Investigator/ Auditor work aints 
now, has a personalized system that works and accomplishes al. A m ardized and 
central document is being made now to ensure that a replicabl pla if the 
Investigator/ Auditor were to be out of the office for xtende nformation is also 
tracked in the AIM system and, previously, was trao riod reports. FPC is now 
concerned with creating a second, in-house tracking pr ther safeguard. 

Police District Stations distribute FPC-cre 
explained and the MPD website does h 
an email address. This. can be viewe 
Complaint" link. 52

On March 25, 2020, CJI, alo ·. resent t the Judicial and Legislative Committee
their six-month progress report re ompliance of the ACLU Settlement Agreement.53 The
FPC Risk Auditor has· eated extens etailed audit related documents to carry out the review
of MPD and FPC 1..;»rnµr.i1 ash cam and body cam audits of traffic stops, field 
interviews, no-ac 
relation to the o 

n encounters, frisks, d searches, so that, when it is reasonably safe in 
ing public h Ith crisis, this review can begin. 

if.I will work with the FPC Rules Subcommittee to audit and make 
needed to the FPC Rules. All 16 FPC rules should be audited and reviewed by 
FPC hires additional Auditors. 

52 Appendix L: 1zen Complaint link on MPD Website: https://citv.milwaukee.gov/Directory/police/lnformation--
Services/Citizen-Complaints.htm#.Xn4p6YhKgdU. 
53 The agenda, minutes, and video of this meeting are available on Legistar, the City of Milwaukee's access point for legislative
information: https:/imilwi!l!K��Ji;gi'.?lJJI&QJD.1.f2�P!!Itm.;11!J?.!;:H!.iJ,g�Qx?ID=2003&GUID=:4J.416.<�-�9-BE2E-4('.9.Q.::l\.�9..!�.: 
FABE165F28l J. 
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D. Organizational Structure and Professional Development

Recommendation #8 - Develop and implement an internal control system to help staff adapt to a 
shifting environment, evolving demands, changing risks and new priorities 

As previously noted, the FPC has had significant leadership changes over the las

and staff, re-evaluated the organizational structure of the department
overall operations of the department. 

While the fast-paced environment of the FPC is constantly e��ng, the
place various systems to aid in the support of all staff. With wee taff
September 2019, staff are kept up-to-date on all oper 11 F
not limited to: Testing, Recruiting, Investigations, 
Agreement, Emergency Management and Com 
operational updates by management staff. In .. · 
component and/or professional developm 
Program Assistant I; this in tum gives l �
healthy working environment, the Exe 
Employee Assistance and Resource Coor

Currently the FPC has sev
of DER. In addition to br' 
separations, whether vol 
compliance with an 

il11�ancies that th cutive Director is working on filling with the support
ing in new staff, the etention of existing staff is equally as important. Any 

or invol tary, the FPC has endured over the last seven months, followed
laws, City les and the guidance of DER. 

nd regularly with DER to post job vacancies. The Executive
ith DER on any staff classifications. Unfortunately, due to the pandemic of
ings have been postponed; once re-scheduled, classifications of several FPC

ER is a great partner organization in helping guide FPC on city processes
stance the FPC needs to move forward in filling existing vacancies. 

eferenced, since September 26, 2019, the FPC has had weekly staff meetings. All
gned work rules to clear up confusion as to the daily work expectations and functions

ce. Performance metrics that were lacking in the FPC department have been implemented
to aid the department towards continued success. Some of the staffing issues that are now being 
addressed have been long-standing in the FPC department. A clear focus and priority is being made to aid
employees understand the value they bring to the department, the role they play and how their success is 
invaluable for the success of the entire department. 
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The Executive Director, at the suggestion of CJI, enlisted the consulting services of Mr. Brian Maxey, 
J.D., Principal of Modern Policing,54 to do an organizational assessment of the FPC department, with a
specific focus on the Risk Management and Audit units for the planning and development of an Audit
unit for aiding in the compliance of the ACLU Settlement Agreement. Mr. Maxey visited the FPC in
January 2020 and has presented a draft to the Executive Director for review. In "e draft report, it is noted
that staffing additions are necessary as well as organizational restructuring, tr, s for
Investigator/Auditors and increasing the number of Auditors within FPC, while o · g profe ·onal
development opportunities as well as regular staff retreats.

With new leadership, change is necessary. Sometimes changes are nee 
are operating at their full capacity and deficiencies are addres early o 
pains and reassessment; leading at times to shifting of prior· hich in 
Managing expectations of key stakeholders and organizations 

s come growing 
can · lay deliverables. 
with is key. Constant 

communication in necessary with all interested partie 
questions/concerns can be addressed in a timely fa 

exp tions are managed and 

Implementation Timeline: In the short ter 
2019, and have consistently occurred, 
will add further value to the FPC an 
March 31, 2021. 

can be achieved. 

were implemented on September 26, 
endation. However, Mr. Maxey 's report 

ecommendations will be implemented by 

54 Appendix M: Modem Policing, The Maxey Group: https://modernpolicing.com/.
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Recommendation #9 - Require the attainment of professional development, training and related 
continuing education for critical functions. 

The FPC staff participates in trainings provided by the City of Milwaukee as 
seminars. The Investigation and Audit units participated in a law enforcement a 
the Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD) in relation to the ACLU settlement on 
The units did receive Continuing Professional Education credits (CP a result o 
November 15, 2019, the FPC Recruiter attended the National Associat 
Human Resources (NAAAHR) Diversity, Inclusion and Equi onfer 

ricans in 

team members attended the University ofWisconsin-Milwatt 
17, 2020, two FPC team members attended a training with the 
backups to the Program Assistant I and the Office As 
understanding on how FPC regular and committee . 

6, 2020, five FPC 
ers onference. On March 
egistar in an effort to act as 

er -train and gain a better 
together. There are also several 

imbursement program to further their own 
and the City of Milwaukee. 

team members who are taking advantage of the 
education in relation to their careers while w 

As members of the State Bar ofWisco 
Settlement Agreement and the Execu 
Education (CLE) programs to maintain th 
Association of Certified Fraud xaminers (A 
membership opportunities rutt"'°'"''f.tap FPC will c 

r/Auditor assigned to the ACLU 
d to participate in Continuing Legal 

licenses. e FPC Risk Auditor is a member of the 
and the Institute oflntemal Auditors (IIA). As 

e to evaluate them to ensure they are in line with 
FPC's departmental ope 

and a L  
2019, to as 
expectations.· 
consideration. 

of the Nati nal Association of Civilian Oversight of Law Enforcement 
attend e to the conference are budgeted for either an FPC 

to attend. hi the past, the FPC has also held memberships with the 
anagement Association (2018) and Association of Public Safety 

· ls International (2019).
J' 

gun ere g several manuals for each departmental unit. For example, a Testing Manual 
anual were created in 2019. The FPC work rules memorandum was created in September 

easoned and new employees understand departmental roles, responsibilities and 
rtraining suggestions that the Inspector General has recommended will be taken into 
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Implementation Timeline I: After additional staff are hired, FPC will plan and hold a facilitated all-staff 
day retreat to stress organizational goals and priorities, introduce common training topics, and build a 
sense of common purpose. To be completed by November 30, 2020. 

Implementation Timeline 2: FPC will also review with DERJormal trainings that would benefit FPC staff 
as it relates to Testing, Recruiting, and other pertinent FPC functions. To be co feted by November 30, 
2020. 

F. Access Controls

Recommendation #10 - Develo 
applications and databases. 

The FPC office utilizes a separation checklist that is 
that Departments remove access to all departmen 
candidate files, upon departure from departmen 
policies. DER issued a memo on December 
lnformation.56 FPC follows. this protocol
applications and databases. 

FPC did meet with the City's records rete on November 11, 2019 to begin creating records 
retention processes along with e organizati sensitive testing materials to be organized in the 
assigned FPC vault. This p · &.on-going an 'aged by the Chief of Staff and executed by the 
Program Assistant III, Pr am Assistant I and t e Office Assistant II. 

Implementation 
internal FPC 
scheduled 

ev. uations and assessments are made regarding staff access to 
ernal FPC databases. Records retention project is on-going with a 

te of December 31, 2021. 

55 Appendix N: DER Separation Checklist. 
56 Appendix O: Memo from DER regarding Protecting Personal and Private Information Policy. 
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Recommendation #ll - Develop and implement a policy and procedure regarding City-issued cell 
phone and mobile device management and utilization. 

Departmental issued cell phones that have been distributed, recently or in previous years, were done so in 
accordance with the City's established and well-documented cell phone policy57 that governs FPC cell 
phone usage. Department or division telecommunications coordinators recom nd who qualifies for a 
City issued cellular device based on department needs (Pg. 2, Sec. 7).58 Upo ce of a ce ular 
device, this policy demands that City devices be secured with a pin (pg. 1, Sec. 3 safegu 
data. Additionally, this same policy: 

1. Prohibits the use of City devices for personal use (pg. 2, Sec. 5
2. Explains the storage by and property interest of the Ci

2, Sec. 8),61 

3. Affirms the use by the Information Technology Man
device management software to enforce usag
on City issued devices (pg. 2, Sec. 10),62 

ent (ITMD) of mobile 
�pering with programs 

4. Makes it clear that City employees are r
· and the City can take disciplinary ac

lf!'iiit,nr •-�curing their device from loss or damage 
ake this responsibility seriously (pg. 2, 

Sec. 11),63

5. Designates ITMD as the sole s
activation (pg. 3, Sec. 12).64 

urchase, billing coordination, and 

Additionally, it is the responsi 'lity ofIT onitor usage and report issues to the user immediately 
so that they can be rectifie,�pg. ::r�. 65 When an oyee separates from employment, they are required 
to return their city-owne · vice to the departm t and, in the event that the device is not likely to be 
used for further city busi returned to ITMD (pg. 3).66

57 Appendi
58 Ibid. 
59 Ibid. 
60 Ibid. 
61 Ibid.
62 Ibid. 
63 Ibid.
64 Ibid.
65 Ibid. 
66 Ibid. 

· C employees were distributed and are monitored according to
re domain and responsibility of ITMD and, thus, ITMD is the 
for any user issues, management questions regarding technology, or requests 
nology. 
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As an additional layer of oversight, the FPC Chief of Staff and Program Assistant III review cell phone 
and data usage monthly for all of the 14 (five are newly added for FPC Commissioners) active cell phone 
devices. Please note that on February 6, 2020, the FPC issued Commissioners cell phones. Out of the 
seven Commissioners, only five opted-in to have cell phones. This data usage will also be reviewed 
monthly. 

Implementation Timeline: The additional layer of oversight by the FPC Chief o 
Assistant III reviewing all department issued cell phones usage on a monthly basis 

m 

policies enforced, the FPC believes that this recommendation should sed. 

Recommendation #12 - Develo 

and "Deactivation" form. 

roval" 

This recommendation ties directly to Recommend 
provided by DER67 and included on that form i 

separation check-list that is 
f any City-issued cellular device. 

Implementation Timeline: Please refer to 
recommendation should be closed. 

esponse. The FPC believes that this 

rocesses to com 

regulations. 

67 Ibid.

ing relationJliips with many vendors dating back to 2013.68 Most of these 
u h the,.�tirchasing department's policies and procedures,69 and others

:"'��cutive Director. This recommendation refers to two specific 

irector executed a professional service contract, beginning October 1, 
, with a ic Relations Consultant; however, the Purchasing Division had no prior 
dge regarding the execution of the contract and was not involved in the execution 

act.71 

6g Appendix Q: FPC Vendor Listing from 2013-Present. 
69 Appendix R: Purchasing at a Glance document.
70 Date is incorrect. The FPC executed contract on October 3, 2019; not October 1, 2019 as cited in the audit report.
71 Inspector General cites a violation of Milwaukee Code of Ordinances 310-13-2 as the definition of a professional contract.
https://city.rnilwaukee. gov/ImageLibrarv/Grou ps/ccClerk/Ordinanccs/V olume-3/CH.310. pdf 
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• B. Professional service contracts to secure the services of an external rater to perform testing
for promotional exams are established without the involvement of the Purchasing
Department. 72 

Regarding bullet point A; with not even 30 days in the role full-time, it was i 
Executive Director that there was no dedicated communications support. A E · 
was contacted. When the FPC entered into a contractual agreement with said ven 
found in the system, but was inactive. The Program Assistant III reactivated the ven 

was 

Regarding bullet point B; all vendors, including external assessors are 
sheet. 73 The statement that the FPC secures contracts for extetjtll assess 
Purchasing Department is inaccurate. Many of these vendors'1

� the FP
to the testing and recruiting activities. An audit and summary o 
was requested by the Executive Director and provide 
dating back to 2017.74 

e a ched spread 
olvement of the 

ees t work with are related 
and marketing expenditures 
t III on January 10, 2020 

Implementation Timeline: On-going eval·.,,,,.,""'" .. sme if all FPC contracts and vendor 
agreements are and will be evaluated 
from the Purchasing Department. Re, 
completion date of December 31, 2021. 

. omply with administrative requirements 
reements are on-going with a scheduled 

72 Appendix S: Contracts the FPC engaged with the involvement of the Purchasing Department, which includes outside 
examination assessors. 
73 See Appendix S. 
74 Appendix T: Summary of Recruitment and Marketing costs from 2017 to 2019.
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